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1

Introduction

1.1

SCHEME INFORMATION

1.1.1

This Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) has been prepared in support of an
application for a Development Consent Order for the Yorkshire and Humber
Carbon Capture Scheme (CCS) Cross County Pipeline. The purpose of the
Cross County Pipeline is to support the provision of CCS technology in the
Yorkshire and Humber Region.

1.1.2

The Project, in its entirety known as The Yorkshire and Humber CCS
Transportation and Storage Project (“the Project”), would comprise the
construction of a cross country Pipeline and sub-sea Pipeline for
transporting carbon dioxide captured from power projects in the region to a
permanent geological storage site beneath the North Sea. The Project
includes both onshore and offshore elements which are subject to separate
consenting regimes (the “Onshore Scheme” and the “Offshore Scheme”).

1.1.3

The onshore elements of the Project are collectively termed the Yorkshire
and Humber CCS Cross Country Pipeline (shortened to the “Onshore
Scheme”) and comprise the construction of a Cross Country Pipeline and
associated infrastructure including Pipeline Internal Gauge (PIG) Traps, a
Multi-junction, three Block Valves, a Pumping Station (collectively termed
“Above Ground Installations” or “AGIs”) and any necessary interconnecting
local pipelines and associated works. A schematic of the Onshore Scheme
is provided in Figure 1.1.

1.1.4

The Onshore Scheme will transport Carbon Dioxide captured from the
proposed White Rose CCS Project at Drax, near Selby through a Cross
Country Pipeline and associated infrastructure including a PIG Trap, Multijunction, three Block Valves and a Pumping Station to join with the Offshore
Scheme at the Mean Low Water Spring Mark on the Holderness Coast
north of Barmston.
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of the Onshore Scheme
1.1.5

The Cross Country Pipeline will have an external diameter of approximately
up to 610 mm and will be sized to accommodate up to 17 million tonnes
(mt) of Carbon Dioxide emissions per year. The Multi-junction would enable
the connection of multiple pipelines from regional Carbon Dioxide emitters
to the Project. At present one installation for the capture of Carbon Dioxide
streams, the White Rose CCS Project adjacent to Drax Power Station at
Selby, being promoted by Capture Power Limited, would require a Pipeline
connection into the Cross Country Pipeline. An interconnecting Pipeline
between the White Rose CCS Project and the Multi-junction will form part of
the Development Consent Order (DCO) application for the Onshore
Scheme.

1.1.6

PIG traps will be sited at the start and end of each Pipeline to launch PIGs.
These facilities are required to support the periodic inspection of pipelines
as part of National Grid’s Pipeline inspection and maintenance programme.
Block Valves are required at regular intervals along the length of the
Pipeline to support the operation of the system, and a Pumping Station will
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be constructed near to the coast to re-pressurise the Carbon Dioxide before
it is transported offshore.
1.1.7

The offshore elements of the Project are collectively termed the Yorkshire
and Humber CCS Sub-Sea Pipeline and Geological Storage Site
(shortened to the “Offshore Scheme”) and will comprise of the construction
of a 90 km subsea Pipeline to a geological storage site. This is subject to a
separate consenting regime requiring authorisation by the Secretary of
State for Energy and Climate Change in accordance with the Petroleum Act
1998 and the Energy Act 2008 respectively.

1.1.8

The sub-sea Pipeline will have an external diameter of approximately up to
610 mm and would be sized to accommodate up to 17 mt of Carbon
Dioxide emissions per year. The geological storage site comprises the
permanent storage of captured Carbon Dioxide in a saline aquifer located
approximately 1000m below the seabed. National Grid has been granted an
agreement to lease area 5/42 in the southern North Sea for the purpose of
geological storage of Carbon Dioxide. The capacity of the storage site is
subject to on-going investigations but it is expected to accommodate at
least 200 mt of captured Carbon Dioxide. It is anticipated that once this site
has reached capacity further storage sites would be identified and utilised.

1.1.9

The Onshore and Offshore Schemes would be joined at the Mean Low
Water Spring Mark using appropriate landfall techniques; this is also the
juncture of the onshore and offshore consenting regimes.

1.1.10 This FRA has been prepared for the Onshore Scheme.
1.1.11 The Environment Agency (EA) has confirmed an FRA is required as the
Pipeline and AGIs are located predominately in areas of potential flood risk
and due to the nature of the Onshore Scheme there is the risk of local flood
risk being detrimentally altered during construction, operation and
decommission of the Onshore Scheme. To support information provided by
the EA, consultation has been undertaken with required Lead Local Flood
Authorities (Selby District Council (SDC) and East Riding of Yorkshire
Council (ERoYC)) and local Internal Drainage Boards (IDBs) of the Shire
Group (Selby IDB), York Consortium Drainage Boards (Beverley IDB) and
the Ouse and Humber IDB.
1.1.12 Policy guidance for development and flood risk is part of the wider National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) published in March 2012 and the
associated Planning Practice Guidance, published in March 2014. This
FRA considers the Onshore Scheme with regard to NPPF and addresses
any flood risk concerns raised by interested consultees.
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1.1.13 Reference has also been made to Overarching National Policy Statement
for Energy (EN-1) published July 2011 which provides guidance on FRAs
which are also covered by the later published NPPF. Paragraphs 5.7.18 to
5.7.25 outline the arrangements required in order that flood risk, surface
water and the impact of the natural water cycle on people and property is
satisfactorily managed. These mitigation measures, and how they are
addressed within this assessment, include:














“Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) refers to the whole range of
sustainable approaches to surface water drainage management, which
should be implemented where appropriate.” As part of the drainage
assessment for each AGI, the use of SuDS has been considered and
further detail has been provided where deemed applicable.
“Site layout and surface water drainage systems should cope with
events that exceed the design capacity of the system...”.
An
assessment of surface water drainage has been carried out for each of
the AGIs, and site specific mitigation measures have been proposed
where applicable.
“Surface water drainage arrangements should be such that the
volumes and peak flow rates of surface water leaving the site are no
greater than the rates prior to the proposed project, unless specific off
site arrangements are made and result in the same net effect”.
Surface water has been considered within the drainage assessment for
each AGI and, where appropriate, discharge volumes and rates have
been calculated.
“It may be necessary to provide surface water storage and infiltration to
limit and reduce both the peak rate and total volume of discharge from
the site”. Where applicable, proposals for surface water attenuation
have been provided as part of each AGI assessment.
“The sequential approach should be applied to the layout and design of
the project”. Chapter 2 applies both the sequential and exception test,
with Section 2.2 specifically relating to the sequential approach taken
to siting above ground infrastructure.
“Essential energy infrastructure which has to be located in flood risk
areas should be designed to remain operational when floods occur”.
This is discussed generally in Section 2.2 and more specifically, where
applicable in the mitigation section of each of the AGI assessments.
“Flood Warning and evacuation plans should be in place for those
areas at an identified risk of flooding”. Section 4.2.4 outlines the
National Grid response to flood risk in relation to signing up for flood
warnings and evacuating from site.

The Yorkshire and Humber CCS Cross Country
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1.2

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

1.2.1

This assessment is a holistic risk based assessment of potential flooding
from all possible sources, including fluvial flooding from adjacent
watercourses, groundwater and surface water runoff. The assessment then
identifies and examines the residual flood risk to the Onshore Scheme and
neighbouring properties. The aim of this report is primarily to consider flood
risk and satisfy requirements under NPPF. This assessment has also been
undertaken in accordance with CIRIA C624 ‘Development and Flood Risk –
Guidance for the Construction Industry’ (2004) and the NPPF Planning
Practice Guidance (2014).
This assessment also considers the
requirements of the Sequential Test providing justification for the location of
the Pipeline and AGIs

1.2.2

Data and information have been obtained from the following sources:











Site information provided by National Grid, including Planning
Arrangements dated January 2014;
Consultation with EA (Partnerships & Strategic Overview);
SDC and ERoYC Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA);
North Yorkshire County Council Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment
(PFRA);
Draft Lower Aire Flood Risk Management Strategy;
Ouse/Aire/Hull & Catchment Streams Catchment Flood Management
Plan (CFMP);
Modelled flood levels taken from the Ouse Model Update (2009) and
‘in-channel’ modelled flood levels taken from the River Hull Strategy
Flood Model (2011);
Flood Map for Surface Water (FMfSW); and
Consultation with the Planning Inspectorate (PINS).

1.3

STRUCTURE OF THE FRA

1.3.1

It was confirmed during the joint National Grid/EA/AECOM meeting
(04/07/13), please refer to Document 6.4.9, that one FRA would be
provided which covers the risks associated with the Pipeline and AGIs in
addition to satisfying requirements of the Sequential Test. Therefore this
FRA has been split into individual assessments which include flood risk
associated with:


Pipeline Envelope (i.e. area with which the pipeline would be located
and works to construct the pipeline or in support of the pipeline would
be undertaken), which includes Temporary Construction Areas and
Flexible Drainage Areas (i.e. areas where specific drainage
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requirements have not yet been determined. Works in these areas will
range from simply cleaning out drains, to installing new drains, and
possibly new head walls at outfalls, if necessary);
Temporary Construction Areas;
Construction Compounds;
Flexible Drainage Areas;
Drax PIG Trap;
Camblesforth Multi-junction;
Tollingham Block Valve;
Dalton Block Valve;
Skerne Block Valve; and



Barmston Pumping Station.

1.3.2

It should be noted with the exception of Barmston Pumping Station, the
AGIs are minor in scale, ranging from less than 1 ha to over 14 ha and
would not normally be subject to a detailed flood risk assessment as
presented in this document. However due to the scale of the project, its
potentially holistic impact and National Grids proactive approach to safety
and mitigation; detailed assessments of flood risk have been undertaken for
all elements of the Onshore Scheme.

1.3.3

The individual assessments are preceded by an Onshore Scheme wide
Sequential Test, providing justification for developing the Pipeline and AGIs
in flood risk areas.

1.3.4

At the request of the EA this flood risk assessment covers the risks
associated with flood risk and their respective impacts/mitigation for the
construction, operation and decommissioning elements of the Onshore
Scheme. This FRA and its findings have been used to inform the wider
Water Chapter 6 of the Environmental Statement (ES) (Document 6.6).

1.3.5

Further information to support the conclusions and recommendations of this
FRA is provided in the appendices, which are referred to throughout the
report. The appendices of this FRA (numbered 5.2.X) contain the following
information:

The Yorkshire and Humber CCS Cross Country
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Appendix/ Information
Document

1.3.6

5.2.1

Potential Construction and Decommission Flood Risks
and Appropriate Mitigation Measures.

5.2.2

River Ouse Modelled Node Map

5.2.3

Camblesforth Flooding Map for Surface Water (FMfSW)

5.2.4

Drax FMfSW

5.2.5

Welham Bridge FMfSW

5.2.6

Dalton FMfSW

5.2.7

River Hull Modelled Node Map

5.2.8

Skerne FMfSW

5.2.9

Barmston FMfSW

5.2.10

Yorkshire Water Services Public Sewers Map

5.2.11

Barmston Pumping Station Greenfield Runoff
Calculations

5.2.12

Barmston Pumping Station Storage Estimate
Calculations

5.2.13

Environment Agency Response

5.2.14

Temporary Construction Compound at Wansford

Site location plans and planning arrangement drawings (numbered 2.X)
should be referred to in conjunction with this FRA.
Application/ Information
Document
2.24

Camblesforth Multi-junction Site Location

2.25

Camblesforth Multi-junction Planning Arrangement

2.17

Drax PIG Trap Site Location

2.18

Drax PIG Trap Planning Arrangement

2.31

Tollingham Block Valve Site Location

2.32

Tollingham Block Valve Planning Arrangement

2.38

Dalton Block Valve Site Location

2.39

Dalton Block Valve Planning Arrangement

2.45

Skerne Block Valve Site Location

2.46

Skerne Block Valve Planning Arrangement

2.9

Barmston Pumping Station Site Location

2.10

Barmston Pumping Station Proposed Site Layout
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2.11

Barmston Pumping Station Parameter Plan
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2

Sequential Test & Exception Test

2.1

INTRODUCTION

2.1.1

NPPF aims to ensure inappropriate development is avoided in areas at risk
of flooding. The Sequential Test, required under NPPF, is a tool for
determining land uses that are compatible with the level of flood risk at sites
within a Local Authority area.

2.1.2

The EA produces Flood Zones that are the starting point for the Sequential
Test. Flood Zones 2 and 3 indicate land at medium – high risk of flooding
during extreme events, and Flood Zone 1 is the low risk zone, which is all
land outside Zones 2 and 3. These Flood Zones refer to the probability of
sea and river flooding only, excluding any existing defences.

2.1.3

Table 1 below summarises the annual probability of flooding in relation to
the Flood Zones and the land uses considered appropriate for each Zone.
It is based upon Table 1 and 3 of the NPPF Planning Practice Guidance.
Table 1 Flood Zones and Appropriate Land Use
Flood Zone
Flood Zone 1

Flood Zone 2

Flood Zone 3

2.1.4

Annual Probability of
Flooding
< 1 in 1000 (0.1%)
annual probability of
flooding in any given
year.
1 in 100 – 1 in 1000 (1%
- 0.1%) annual
probability of flooding in
any given year.

>1 in 100 (1%) annual
probability of flooding in
any given year.

Appropriate Land
Uses
All land uses

Essential Infrastructure
Highly Vulnerable –
subject to Exception
Test
More vulnerable
Less vulnerable
Water compatible
Less vulnerable
More Vulnerable –
subject to Exception
Test
Water compatible

The Onshore Scheme includes six AGIs. These include a PIG Trap near
Drax, a Multi-junction near Camblesforth, three Block Valves near
Tollingham, Dalton and Skerne and a Pumping Station near Barmston. The
approximate area each of these AGIs is anticipated to cover is as listed
below in Table 2:

The Yorkshire and Humber CCS Cross Country
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Table 2 Approximate Areas of AGIs
AGI

Approximate Area (ha)
Of Completed AGI
Compound inclusive of
the access track

PIG Trap

0.59 ha

Multi-Junction

4.25 ha

Tollingham Block
Valve

0.86 ha

Dalton Block Valve

0.97 ha

Skerne Block Valve

1.35 ha

Pumping Station

14.74 ha

2.1.5

The Construction Compounds and Temporary Construction Areas have not
been included in the above table as it is considered that these areas of land
would only be required for a temporary period and would be returned to
their original state on the completion of the pipeline and AGI, therefore not
affecting water flows and Flood Zones in the long term.

2.2

FLOOD RISK POSITION - ABOVE GROUND INFRASTRUCTURE

2.2.1

CLG Planning Practice Guidance to the NPPF stipulates in Table 2: Flood
Risk Vulnerability Classification that Essential Infrastructure is “Essential
utility infrastructure which has to be located in a flood risk area for an
operational reason, including electricity generating power stations and grid
and primary substations; and water treatment works that need to remain
operational in times of flood.”

2.2.2

The same Technical Guidance states the ‘Highly Vulnerable’ classification
includes “Installations requiring hazardous substances consent (where
there is a demonstrable need to locate such installations for bulk storage of
materials with port or other similar facilities, or such installations with energy
infrastructure or carbon capture storage installations, that require coastal or
water-side locations, or need to be located in other high flood risk areas, in
these instances should be classified as “essential infrastructure”)”. Whilst
National Grid is not promoting carbon capture equipment as part of its
DCO, the Pipeline and associated infrastructure is an essential part of the
full CCS chain and the location of equipment is, in part, dictated by the
location of capture equipment and adjoining Power Stations, which
invariably demand a water-side location.

The Yorkshire and Humber CCS Cross Country
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2.2.3

It is therefore considered, based on the definitions listed above, that the six
AGIs which form part of the Onshore Scheme all fall within the “essential
infrastructure” classification as a CCS installation.
Their working
requirement is such that they all need to remain operational and safe for
users in times of flood.

2.2.4

The following sections provide reasoning for the placement of AGIs in their
respective locations.

2.2.5

National Grid has undertaken a comprehensive site identification and
options appraisal process for the placement of the six AGIs. As a result of
this options appraisal, the Pumping Station and three Block Valve sites
(Tollingham, Dalton and Skerne) have been selected on areas either wholly
outside of Flood Zones 2 and 3 or sites that could accommodate the
infrastructure within the site boundary but outside of Flood Zones 2 and 3.
Therefore in terms of the Sequential Test and flood risk, development is
appropriately situated at these locations and identification and assessment
of other sites is not required.

2.2.6

A PIG Trap is required to allow the Pipeline to be maintained and inspected
safely. A PIG Trap is required at the beginning of the connecting Pipeline
within or near the White Rose CCS Project Site. A further PIG Trap will be
located within the Multi-junction at the other end of the connecting Pipeline
at the connection point with the Yorkshire and Humber CCS Cross Country
Pipeline. A PIG Trap is required at each end of the connecting Pipeline to
enable a PIG to be launched from one end and received / taken out at the
other. Therefore the PIG Trap site has to be located adjacent to the White
Rose CCS Project site, therefore within a high flood risk area.

2.2.7

The search area for the Multi-junction has been dictated by:




A location accessible to the White Rose CCS Project;
A location that is accessible to connect other regional emitters; and
Other specific environmental, engineering, technical and socioeconomic siting considerations.

2.2.8

The location of emitters in the region is such that the search area
incorporates an extensive area of land identified as Flood Zone 3. This
classification covers much of the Aire and Ouse Valleys and is
characteristic of the low lying, large scale river corridor landscape. The
dependence of thermal power stations on a supply of fresh water often
dictates that they are located in or close to flood risk areas.

2.2.9

Given the extensive flood risk land characterisation in this area and the
need for the PIG Trap to be located in proximity to the White Rose CCS

The Yorkshire and Humber CCS Cross Country
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Project it would not be feasible from a technical viewpoint to site the PIG
Trap outside of the flood risk zone. In addition the Multi-junction has been
sited for the reasons discussed above.
Although the search area
incorporates some Flood Zone 2 land the opportunity to site infrastructure
here over Flood Zone 3 land has been considered when balanced against
other environmental and technical constraints e.g. the location of other
infrastructure or ability to screen the development. It is considered that the
PIG Trap and the Multi-junction site need to be located in a flood risk area
for operational reasons and would be designed to continue to operate in the
times of flood.
2.2.10 It is therefore considered, based on the definitions listed above that the PIG
Trap and Multi-junction Site, would be “carbon capture storage
installations...[that] need to be located in a high flood risk area” . These
sites, and thus the other four AGIs which form part of the Onshore Scheme,
would therefore all fall within the “essential infrastructure” classification.
2.3

PIPELINE ENVELOPE

2.3.1

In respect of the Pipeline Envelope, construction effects are included within
this FRA for this element of the Onshore Scheme. Operational effects of
the Pipeline will not be considered on the basis that the Pipeline is buried
infrastructure therefore there is no impact on surface flood flows
(fluvial/tidal/pluvial flooding) and no impact on groundwater or subsurface
drainage. The land under which the pipeline will run will be returned to its
original state, including drainage, after construction of the Pipeline. As such
there will be no alteration to water flows or flood plains that exist in the area.

2.4

EXCEPTION TEST

2.4.1

The Sequential Test outlined above indicates a detailed strategy has been
undertaken to locate Onshore Scheme infrastructure in the most appropriate
location, using a number of criteria, including flood risk. As the Sequential
Test is deemed to be passed it is necessary to apply the Exception Test due
to the CCS classification of essential infrastructure.

2.4.2

For the Exception test to be passed it is necessary to demonstrate:


2.4.3

“it must be demonstrated that the development provides wider
sustainability benefits to the community that outweigh flood risk.....”

The burning of fossil fuels, such as coal and gas, to generate electricity is a
major source of carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere, accounting
for 40 per cent of global energy related carbon dioxide emissions – a
greenhouse gas and major contributor to global climate change.

The Yorkshire and Humber CCS Cross Country
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2.4.4

Significant steps are now being taken to reduce global carbon dioxide
emissions and a number of countries and international bodies have policies
and initiatives in place to address this issue.

2.4.5

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) has been identified as one initiative with
potential to create large reductions in carbon dioxide emissions. The
International Energy Agency (IEA) has described CCS as “a critical
greenhouse gas reduction solution.”

2.4.6

The UK Government has a policy to increase the use of low carbon
technologies including CCS. The Government has stated that:
“CCS is the only way we can reduce carbon dioxide emissions and keep
fossil fuels (coal and gas) in the UK’s electricity supply mix. Fossil fuels
are an important part of the electricity mix (and will remain so for some
time to come) because they let us balance the intermittency of wind and
the inflexibility of nuclear.”

2.4.7

Whilst much is known about the respective methods of capturing,
transporting and storing carbon dioxide, CCS has yet to be demonstrated in
the UK on a commercial scale. In the Government’s over arching energy
policy statement, known as EN-1, it states:
The Government is leading the international efforts to develop CCS. This
includes supporting the cost of four commercial scale demonstration
projects at UK power stations. The intention is that each of the projects
will demonstrate the full chain of CCS involving the capture,
transportation and storage of carbon dioxide in the UK. These
demonstration projects are therefore a priority for UK energy policy. The
demonstration programme will also require the construction of essential
infrastructure (such as pipelines and storage sites) that are sized and
located both for the purpose of the demonstration programme and to take
account of future demand beyond the demonstration phase.

2.4.8

Yorkshire and Humber is the most energy-intensive region in the UK. Its
concentration of fossil fuel power stations provides around 18 per cent of the
nation’s electricity generation and the region is also the location for a
significant amount of heavy industry.

2.4.9

This concentration of power stations and industrial plants produces about 60
million tonnes of carbon dioxide every year, equivalent to about half of the
total emissions from domestic homes in the UK. Most of these facilities are
located relatively close together and are also located within approximately
100 kilometres of the East Yorkshire coast, providing good access to
offshore storage locations beneath the North Sea seabed.
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2.4.10 By virtue of these factors, the Yorkshire and Humber region is considered to
be the ideal location to demonstrate CCS as a technology on a commercial
scale, with a view to promoting the development of a shared regional CCS
transportation network. Allowing multiple emitters to connect to shared CCS
infrastructure over time would enable the capture and storage of tens of
millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide that ordinarily would have been emitted
to the atmosphere.


“a site-specific flood risk assessment must demonstrate that the
development will be safe for its lifetime taking into account the
vulnerability of its users”

2.4.11 Individual site specific flood risk assessments have been produced for the
pipeline route including construction areas and AGIs which assess the level
of flood risk from all sources and mitigation measures to alleviate that risk.
The flood risk assessments include information on available flood warning
mechanisms which are available for a number of AGIs at risk of flooding.
Therefore ensuring any users on site during flood risk conditions can be
safely evacuated if necessary.
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3

Pipeline Envelope

3.1

INTRODUCTION

3.1.1

As the Pipeline will be buried underground, flood risk associated with its
operational phase will be non-existent and is not considered by this FRA.

3.1.2

However, there is a potential risk of flooding during construction of the
Pipeline to site operatives and residents in neighbouring settlements. The
Pipeline is to remain in-situ post decommissioning of the Onshore Scheme
and therefore there will be no flood risks to the Pipeline during
decommissioning.

3.2

CONSTRUCTION FLOOD RISK

3.2.1

The Pipeline Envelope is potentially at risk of flooding during construction
and could increase the probability, or severity, of flooding off-site without
appropriate mitigation. In relation to the construction of the Pipeline the
following potential flood risks have been identified:


Flooding on site due to restriction of flow by mud/debris entering the
surface water drainage system;




Flooding on site from land drains;
Flooding of the site from rivers and ordinary watercourses including:
River Aire, River Ouse and River Foulness (Drax to Tollingham
section), Back Delfin and Beils Beck (Tollingham to Dalton section),
Bryan Mills Beck floodplain, Kilnwick New Cut, Skerne Beck and River
Hull (Dalton to Skerne section) and Kelk Beck and Barmston Main
Drain (Skerne to Barmston section);
Flooding from Artificial Sources (Within the Selby District and
southwest of Market Weighton);
Flooding of excavations by groundwater;
Flooding from crossing flood defences;











Flooding from crossing watercourses;
Flooding due to damage of sewers and water mains;
Flooding of the site from pluvial flow;
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area;
Flooding due to loss of flood plain through temporary storage of
materials and spoil;
Upstream flooding due to flow restriction if open-cut construction is
used to cross watercourses; and
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Downstream flooding and water pollution due to silt disturbance if
open-cut construction is used to cross watercourses.

3.2.2

Further discussion of the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well as
mitigation measures, are provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
considered that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
acceptable level through the mitigation measures presented in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1).

3.2.3

The following further specific potential flood risks have been identified in
relation to construction of the Pipeline:




3.2.4

The method of crossing other Rivers and Ordinary Watercourses (including
land drains) shall be undertaken in a manner which will not cause an
increase in flood risk to any area upstream, downstream or surrounding the
crossing. All Main Rivers and WFD watercourses (except Bracken Beck
due to local geology, topography and access) will be crossed with non open
cut methods. When compared with open-cut methods, non open cut
methods reduce the risk of causing flooding upstream and downstream as
spoil is not deposited within the channel. All watercourse crossings will be
subject to specific Method Statements, and the detailed method will be
subject to subsequent grants of consent outside of the DCO appropriate to
the watercourse and location. See Construction Report (Document 7.6) for
more details:




3.2.5

Upstream flooding due to flow restriction if open-cut construction is
used to cross watercourses;
Downstream flooding and water pollution due to silt disturbance if
open-cut construction is used to cross watercourses; and
Flooding from artificial sources.

For Main Rivers, through a Flood Defence Consent (under the Water
Resources Act 1991) from the EA;
For Ordinary Watercourses within IDB areas, through a Land Drainage
Consent (under the Land Drainage Act 1991) from the IDB; and
For Ordinary Watercourses within non-IDB areas, through a Land
Drainage Consent (under the Land Drainage Act 1991) from the LLFA.

The Pipeline is at potential flood risk from artificial sources. Reservoir
flooding is extremely unlikely as they must be regularly inspected and
maintained. Moreover, the distance from the reservoirs to the Pipeline is
such that there will be adequate warning time in the event of a breach. As
the probability of reservoir flooding is extremely low and personnel should
have adequate time to evacuate it is deemed that measures discussed
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relating to fluvial and pluvial flooding will provide effective mitigation for the
flood risk from artificial sources.
3.2.6

Construction will be undertaken in accordance with the above and the risk
of flooding associated with construction of the Pipeline is considered to be
mitigated to a level which is low and acceptable.
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4

Pipeline Envelope Temporary
Construction Areas (TCAs)

4.1

INTRODUCTION

4.1.1

There are eight TCAs across the Onshore Scheme associated with the
Pipeline Envelope. These are temporary areas to be utilised around pinch
points, where settlement lagoons are required for dewatering activities and
for stringing pipes together for installation using HDD, auger bore or micro
tunnel.

4.1.2

The TCAs are at the following locations:










Pipeline Envelope TCA 1 is located south east of Drax PIG Trap site,
adjacent to Woodcock Wood, approximately 500m west of the River
Ouse;
Pipeline Envelope TCA 2 is located to the north of Camblesforth Multijunction, adjacent to the AGI;
Pipeline Envelope TCA 3 and 4 are located either side of the River
Ouse, north east of Camblesforth Multi-junction. Pipeline Envelope
TCA 3 is located south of the River and TCA 4 is located north of the
River;
Pipeline Envelope TCA 5 is located approximately 2km east of Market
Weighton;
Pipeline Envelope TCA 6 and 7 are located immediately south of
Wansford, with TCA 6 located to the west of the River Hull and TCA 7
located to the east of Driffield Canal; and
Pipeline Envelope TCA 8 is located to the east of Barmston Pumping
Station adjacent to AGI.

4.1.3

As the TCAs will be temporary and utilised only during construction, there
will be no flood risk associated with their operational phase and therefore
operational flood risk is not applicable.

4.1.4

However, there is a potential risk of flooding during construction of the
Onshore Scheme to site operatives and residents in neighbouring
settlements.

4.2

CONSTRUCTION FLOOD RISK

4.2.1

The TCAs are potentially at risk of flooding during construction and could
increase the probability, or severity, of flooding off-site without appropriate
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mitigation. In relation to the construction of the Onshore Scheme the
following potential flood risks have been identified:












Flooding on site due to restriction of flow by mud/debris entering the
surface water drainage system (All sites);
Flooding on site from land drains (Pipeline Envelope TCA 1, Pipeline
Envelope TCA 2, Pipeline Envelope TCA 3, Pipeline Envelope TCA 4,
Pipeline Envelope TCA 6);
Flooding of the site from rivers and ordinary watercourses including:
River Aire (Pipeline Envelope TCA 1), River Ouse (Pipeline Envelope
TCA 2, Pipeline Envelope TCA 3, Pipeline Envelope TCA 4);
Flooding from Artificial Sources (Pipeline Envelope TCA 2);
Flooding of the site from pluvial flow (Pipeline Envelope TCA 1,
Pipeline Envelope TCA 2, Pipeline Envelope TCA 3, Pipeline Envelope
TCA 4, Pipeline Envelope TCA 6);
Flooding from damage to sewers and water mains (All sites);
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area (All
sites); and
Flooding due to loss of flood plain through temporary storage of
materials and spoil (Pipeline Envelope TCA 1, Pipeline Envelope TCA
2, Pipeline Envelope TCA 3, Pipeline Envelope TCA 4,).

4.2.2

Further discussion of the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well as
mitigation measures, are provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
considered that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
acceptable level through the mitigation measures presented in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1).

4.2.3

The following further specific flood risk mitigation measures have been
identified in relation to the Temporary Construction Areas:

4.2.4

Pipeline Envelope TCA 1, Pipeline Envelope TCA 2, Pipeline Envelope
TCA 3 and Pipeline Envelope TCA 4 are at risk of fluvial flooding during
construction, however all lie within EA Flood Alert or Flood Warning Areas.
Pipeline Envelope TCA 1, Pipeline Envelope TCA 3 and Pipeline Envelope
TCA 4 are within ‘Tidal River Ouse’ EA Flood Alert Area, Pipeline Envelope
TCA 2 is within ‘River Aire at Drax’ EA Flood Warning Area. National Grid
will sign up to the free service to provide timely alerts when flooding may be
expected and will implement this into evacuation plans. This will provide all
site personnel with an adequate response time in which to evacuate the
site. However there remains a residual risk to the overall construction site
including plant and electrical equipment.
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Pipeline Envelope TCA 2 is at potential flood risk from artificial sources.
Reservoir flooding is extremely unlikely as they must be regularly inspected
and maintained. Moreover, the distance from the reservoirs to TCA 2 is
such that there will be adequate warning time in the event of a breach. As
the probability of reservoir flooding is extremely low and personnel should
have adequate time to evacuate it is deemed that measures discussed
relating to fluvial and pluvial flooding will provide effective mitigation for the
flood risk from artificial sources.
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5

Construction Compounds

5.1

INTRODUCTION

5.1.1

There are two Construction Compounds located across the total area of the
Onshore Scheme. Tollingham Construction Compound is located north east
of Tollingham Block Valve Site and Driffield Construction Compound is
located north west of Skerne Block Valve site at Driffield.

5.1.2

As the Construction Compounds will be temporary and utilised only during
construction, flood risk associated with their operational phase will be nonexistent and is not considered by this FRA.

5.1.3

However, there is a potential risk of flooding during construction of the
Onshore Scheme to site operatives and residents in neighbouring
settlements.

5.2

CONSTRUCTION FLOOD RISK

5.2.1

The Construction Compounds are potentially at risk of flooding during
construction and could increase the probability, or severity, of flooding offsite without appropriate mitigation. In relation to the construction of the
Onshore Scheme the following potential flood risks have been identified:









5.2.2

Flooding of the construction site from the River Foulness or Market
Weighton Canal (Tollingham) and the River Hull (Driffield);
Flooding of the construction site from pluvial flow (Both Compounds);
Flooding from groundwater (Driffield);
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area (Both
Compounds);
Flooding from damage to sewers and water mains (Both Compounds);
Flooding on and off site due to the restriction of flow (including
blockages and collapse or restriction of flow by mud/debris) in the
surface water drainage system (Both Compounds);
Flooding due to loss of flood plain through temporary storage of
materials and spoil (Both Compounds); and
Flooding from land drains (Driffield).

Further discussion of the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well as
mitigation measures, are provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
considered that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
acceptable level through the mitigation measures presented in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1).
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5.2.3

The following further specific flood risk mitigation measures have been
identified in relation to the Construction Compounds:

5.2.4

The Construction Compounds are at risk of fluvial flooding during
construction, however both lie within EA Flood Alert Areas. Tollingham
Construction Compound is within the Flood Alert Area “River Foulness and
Market Weighton Catchment” and Driffield Construction Compound is within
the “River Hull Upper Catchment” Flood Alert Area. National Grid will sign
up to the free service to provide timely alerts when flooding may be
expected and will implement this into evacuation plans. This will provide all
site personnel with an adequate response time in which to evacuate the
site. However there remains a residual risk to the overall construction site
including plant and electrical equipment.

5.2.5

As fluvial flooding presents a greater risk to Driffield Construction
Compound then groundwater flooding the mitigation put in place for fluvial
flooding will also mitigate the risk from groundwater flooding.

5.2.6

Safe access and egress is achievable for both Construction Compounds as
the sites lie predominantly in EA Flood Zone 1.
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6

Flexible Drainage Areas

6.1

INTRODUCTION

6.1.1

Construction within the Flexible Drainage Areas to re-route and reinstate
agricultural drainage will occur at a much smaller, localised scale compared
to work to install the Pipeline. Works will range from simply cleaning out
drains to installing new drains.

6.1.2

All watercourses and drains will be re-instated to an appropriate standard
and all services will be diverted or avoided. It is therefore envisaged that the
operation of the Onshore Scheme will not result in any potential effects in
relation to flood risk and Flexible Drainage Areas.

6.1.3

However, there is a potential risk of flooding during construction of the
Onshore Scheme to site operatives and residents in neighbouring
settlements.

6.2

CONSTRUCTION FLOOD RISK

6.2.1

The Flexible Drainage Areas are potentially at risk of flooding during
construction and could increase the probability, or severity, of flooding offsite without appropriate mitigation. In relation to the construction of the
Onshore Scheme the following potential flood risks have been identified:










Flooding on site due to restriction of flow by mud/debris entering the
surface water drainage system;
Flooding on site from land drains;
Flooding of the site from rivers and ordinary watercourses including:
River Aire, River Ouse and River Foulness (Drax to Tollingham
section), Back Delfin and Beils Beck (Tollingham to Dalton section),
Bryan Mills Beck floodplain, Kilnwick New Cut, Skerne Beck and River
Hull (Dalton to Skerne section) and West Beck, Kelk Beck and
Barmston Main Drain (Skerne to Barmston section);
Flooding of excavations by groundwater;
Flooding of the site from pluvial flow;
Flooding from damage to sewers and water mains;
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area; and
Flooding due to loss of flood plain through temporary storage of
materials and spoil.
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Further discussion of the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well as
mitigation measures, are provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
considered that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
acceptable level through the mitigation measures presented in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1).
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7

Drax PIG Trap

7.1

INTRODUCTION

7.1.1

In accordance with Pipeline Safety Regulations (PSR) the Pipeline has
been designed such that it can be inspected and maintained safely. The
purpose of the PIG Trap is to provide a facility to launch and receive
pipeline internal gauges (PIGs) used to clean, gauge and inspect the
transportation Pipeline. The Drax PIG Trap facility will also allow the Carbon
Dioxide received from the White Rose CCS Project to be analysed, filtered
and metered.

7.2

DRAX PIG TRAP SITE LOCATION

7.2.1

Drax PIG Trap site is located adjacent to the eastern boundary of the
proposed White Rose CCS Project, is centred on Grid Reference SE 667
281 and is illustrated in Document 2.17. The site is located immediately to
the north of the existing Drax Power Station complex and west of New
Road (unclassified minor road). Carr Dike is to the northwest and the site
of the Drax Abby Augustinian Priory to the north. Levels on the site vary
little around 5m AOD. The closest EA maintained Main River is the River
Ouse which is approximately 600 m to the north east, Carr Dike which is
maintained by Selby IDB forms the northern boundary of the site which
discharges via Lendall Drain to the River Ouse.

7.3

SITE LAYOUT

7.3.1

The Planning Arrangement is illustrated In Document 2.18 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.21. These illustrate the
location and orientation of all buildings, individual items of pipework,
equipment, site access and internal vehicular access routes, security
fencing and landscaping.

7.3.2

The footprint and the layout of Drax PIG Trap have been determined by the
operational requirements as well environmental, safety considerations
taken into account during the design. Further information about the design
process is contained within the Design and Access Statement (Document
7.3).

7.3.3

The PIG Trap site will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the PIG Trap site will be surrounded by a 2.4
m high weld mesh security fence.
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7.3.4

The area inside the 2.4 m security fence comprises an instrument building,
above ground pipework and equipment and internal vehicular access
routes. The instrument building is located inside the security fence east of
the main gate.

7.3.5

The area of the site is 0.59 ha. Permanent access to the site will be taken
via the White Rose CCS Project internal access roads. The access road
will be gated at the entrance to the site boundary by a 1.2 m high post and
rail gate and again at the installation entrance by a 2.4 m high security gate.

7.3.6

The internal vehicular access routes provide access to the instrument
building, analyser building and associated bottle store and vehicle turning
areas. These will be used to provide access for maintenance activities and
equipment inspections.

7.3.7

The Drax PIG Trap site is situated on land operated by Drax which is
subject to on-going proposed redevelopment under the separate White
Rose project. The White Rose project may require local land raising which
would in turn involve the raising of the site identified for the PIG Trap
development. The White Rose project is subject to a separate FRA and any
land raising associated with their development would be undertaken by
them. No assessment of land raising has been undertaken in this FRA as it
is not necessary for the development of the Onshore Scheme. Assessment
of necessary land raising and suitable mitigation requirements if land raising
is determined to be necessary by the White Rose Project will be included in
the separate White Rose FRA and would incorporate the Drax PIG Trap
site. This issue has been discussed and agreed with the White Rose
Project team and the EA.

7.4

FLUVIAL AND TIDAL (MAIN RIVER) FLOODING

7.4.1

As discussed above the closest Main River to the site is the River Ouse to
the north east. The EA publishes Flood Risk Zone Maps which relate to the
risk and magnitude of fluvial or tidal flooding in a given area; however Flood
Zones do not take into account flood defences or local flooding
mechanisms. The existing Flood Zones held by the EA for the Drax area
(shown in Figure 7.1 below) indicate areas of flood risk across the site,
showing that the site is located entirely within:


Flood Zone 3 (high probability) - land assessed as having a 1 in 100 or
greater annual probability of river flooding (>1%), or a 1 in 200 or
greater annual probability of flooding from the sea (>0.5%) in any year.
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7.4.2

However, the land is also shown to be benefitting from flood defences,
meaning that this area of land will only be at risk of flooding if the flood
defences at the River Ouse were to breach or overtop.

7.4.3

Even though the site is shown to be within a high flood risk area, the EA
National Flood Risk Assessment (NaFRA) indicates there is a Low
likelihood of flooding at the site. NaFRA provides an indication of the
likelihood of flooding at a particular location based on ground levels,
predicted flood levels, flood defences and local knowledge. NaFRA is used
by the UK insurance industry to determine policy levels and protection for
home owners and businesses.

7.4.4

A Low likelihood of flooding means a site is unlikely to flood except in
extreme conditions. The chance of flooding each year is 0.5% (1 in 200) or
less. This takes into account the effect of any flood defences that may be in
this area, whether or not these are currently illustrated on the Flood Map.
This indicates (and has been confirmed by the EA) that the site benefits
from flood defences on the River Ouse.

Figure 7.1: Drax PIG Trap Site Location with EA Flood Zones
7.4.5

The SDC SFRA (Figure 7.2) shows the site is situated within Flood Zone 3b
(Functional Floodplain), however SDC have taken a very conservative
approach to flood risk identification due to the lack of available data for the
majority of Selby DC authority area at the time of writing, therefore:
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Outside SDC development limits in undefended areas Flood Zone 3 is
represented as Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain) – dark blue on
maps; and
Inside SDC development limits and in defended areas Flood Zone 3 is
represented as Flood Zone 3a (High Risk), since existing built-up /
defended areas are unable to function as 'natural' floodplain – green
on maps.

Figure 7.2: Drax PIG Trap Site Location with SDC Flood Zones and site
indicated
7.4.6

The SDC SFRA states that this assumption on functional floodplain is not
applicable for detailed spatial planning therefore it is the responsibility of a
site specific FRA to ascertain a more accurate assessment of flood risk.

7.4.7

The EA have supplied modelled flood levels taken from the River Ouse
Model Update 2009 with the closest node to the site being
12213_MODEL_Ouse662/Power1 which is within the New Reservoir, a
node location plan is provided in Appendix 5.2.2 (Document 5.2.2) and
replicated in Figure 7.3 below. Table 3 and Table 4 below summarise the
modelled flood levels provided which show a maximum water level for a
‘without’ and ‘with’ defences scenario.
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Table 3 River Ouse Model Update maximum water levels
Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) – Maximum water levels without
defences (m AOD)
Node Label
12213_MODEL_O
use662/Power1

20%

10%

4%

2%

1.3%

1%

1% +
CC%

0.5%

0.1%

3.71

3.72

3.75

3.79

3.84

3.88

4.51

4.06

4.35

Table 4 River Ouse Model Update maximum water levels
Annual Exceedance Probability – Maximum water levels with defences (m
AOD)
Node Label
12213_MODEL_
Ouse662/Power1

20%

10%

4%

2%

1.3%

1%

1% +
CC%

0.5%

0.1%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2.30

N/A

3.13

Ouse Model Update maximum water levels

Figure 7.3: River Ouse Model Update Node Plan
7.4.8

As discussed in paragraph 7.2.1 ground levels at the site are approximately
5 m AOD which is above the 1% plus climate change level of 4.51 m AOD
taken from the River Ouse flood model. The site is also situated above the
4% modelled level of 3.75 m AOD which is considered the Functional
Floodplain in this area. Due to the presence of significant flood defences
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present along the River Ouse the risk of fluvial or tidal flooding is deemed
low.
7.4.9

Drax PIG Trap site is located within an extensive flood zone. Providing safe
access and egress to and from the site during a 1 in 100 year flooding
event is not possible as the floodplain is so extensive in these areas that all
access roads to and from the site would be inundated during such an event.
However, the mitigation measures set out in Section 7.11 will ensure that
the risk to maintenance operatives will remain low and acceptable.

7.5

BREACH AND OVERTOPPING RISK

7.5.1

The EA has not required breach modelling of the River Ouse defences to
be undertaken as part of this FRA. Reference has been made to the SDC
SFRA and the neighbouring ERoYC SFRA, however breach and
overtopping modelling undertaken for these projects does not cover the
site. Due to the nature of the surrounding land, which is relatively flat with
few steep gradients, should a breach of the Ouse defences occur the speed
and onset of breach or overtopping flood water would be slow allowing
maintenance workers at the site, should any be present, to safely evacuate
following receipt of a flood alert. Therefore the risk of breach or overtopping
risk is deemed low.

7.5.2

To ensure the low risk of breach or overtopping is likely to be maintained for
the lifetime of the Onshore Scheme, the draft Lower Aire Flood Risk
Management Strategy has been consulted to assess maintenance options
for the River Aire flood defences. The closest River Aire flood defences is
the left bank ‘North Bank/West Marsh to little Airmyn’. In terms of the future
for these defences the strategy states that ‘From West Marsh to Little
Airmyn the river embankments will continue to be maintained. Significant
external contributions may be required in the medium to long term for works
to replace or rebuild existing defences’. Therefore the protection provided
to the site by the Aire defences should be continued in the immediate
future. With regards to the River Ouse defences, the Ouse CFMP, using
sub-policy area 6 – Tidal Ouse and Wharfe states Option 4 will be taken
forward which is to ‘Take action to sustain the current scale of flood risk to
the future’. Therefore it can be assumed the current level of protection
afforded by the River Ouse defences will be maintained for the immediate
future.

7.6

NON MAIN RIVER FLOODING

7.6.1

To ascertain the risk posed by ordinary watercourses within the vicinity of
the site, consultation has been undertaken with Selby IDB. Figure 7.4
below shows the watercourses which are maintained by Selby IDB,
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indicating IDB drains are present along the northern (Carr Dike) and
southern boundaries (unnamed watercourse). A smaller riparian owned
watercourse is present along the eastern boundary.

Figure 7.4: Selby IDB maintained watercourses
7.6.2

Selby IDB has confirmed it holds no records of historical flooding on site or
modelled flood levels for any watercourses; therefore a more qualitative
assessment of flood risk has been undertaken for IDB watercourses. As the
watercourses are maintained by Selby IDB and open form adjacent to the
site it can be assumed the risk of flooding due to obstruction or poor
maintenance is deemed low. Ordnance Survey mapping and aerial
imagery appears to show Carr Dike is heavily embanked therefore the risk
of flooding is deemed low. The smaller watercourse to the south (IDB
owned) and east (riparian owned) are minor in flow and volume therefore
the extent and depth of potential inundation from these watercourses is
deemed low and can be mitigated against using the measures presented in
7.11.

7.7

SURFACE WATER RISK

7.7.1

The EA has two national datasets showing surface water flooding:



7.7.2

Areas Susceptible to Surface Water Flooding (AStSWF)
Flood Map for Surface Water (FMfSW)

The Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) guidance asks LLFAs to
select the dataset most representative of the risk from surface water in their
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area or to develop more locally accurate surface water maps through
hydraulic modelling.
This is known as ‘locally agreed surface water
information’.
7.7.3

The North Yorkshire County Council PFRA states that either of the two
national datasets is applicable depending on the physical characteristics of
a specific location. More detailed site specific assessment will be
undertaken in the Local Strategy (currently on-going). For the purposes of
the PFRA the FMfSW dataset has been used. This uses a more detailed
digital terrain model than AStSW, so is more likely to provide a more
accurate representation of the ground surface and overland flow routes.
Therefore the risk to the Drax area from surface water will be assessed
using the FMfSW.

7.7.4

The FMfSW provided in Appendix 5.2.4 (Document 5.2.4) and extract in
Figure 7.5 below shows the potential risk for a 0.5% AEP event with risk
areas divided into two depth bands: >0.1 m and >0.3 m.

Figure 7.5: Flood Map for Surface water – 0.5% AEP
7.7.5

The site is not within a large inundation area; however there is a potential
minor surface water flow path through the northern half of the site with
potential depths of >0.1 m. The general area around Drax has low surface
water risk with sporadic ponding possible and no major flow paths
identified. Due to the low surface water risk on site, the mitigation
measures presented in Section 7.11 will provide suitable protection.
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7.8

GROUNDWATER RISK

7.8.1

The site overlies Sandstone bedrock, classified as a principal aquifer, which
will typically retain a large volume of groundwater. There is potential for the
groundwater level to rise during higher intensity and longer rainfall events in
the future, however with reference to the SDC SFRA (2008) ‘The
contribution of groundwater to the total flow is low within the Ouse
catchment and no incidents of groundwater flooding have so far been
reported.’ The risk of groundwater flooding the site, and the site increasing
the risk of groundwater flooding elsewhere, is therefore considered to be
low and acceptable.

7.9

RESERVOIR FLOODING RISK

7.9.1

Review of the EA reservoir risk maps indicates the site is within an ‘Area at
Risk from Reservoir Inundation. Figure 7.6 below indicates that the site is
at risk of flooding from failure or overtopping of Drax North Cooling Pond
(grid reference: 466336, 427920) and Cawood Ings Wistow Lordship (grid
reference: 462374, 433013).

Figure 7.6: Potential reservoir inundation area
7.9.2

Reservoir flooding is extremely unlikely, as they must be regularly inspected
and maintained in accordance with the Reservoirs Act 1975. Moreover, the
distance from the reservoirs to Drax PIG Trap and TCA is such that there
will be adequate warning time in the event of a breach. As the probability of
reservoir flooding is extremely low and personnel should have adequate
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time to evacuate it is deemed that measures discussed in Section 7.11
relating to fluvial and pluvial flooding.
7.10

SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE

7.10.1 It is deemed that there will be no formal drainage infrastructure serving the
site. The surfacing of the site will predominantly be gravel laid directly onto
the underlying ground and therefore the increase in impermeable area is
considered insignificant.
7.10.2 The ability of the ground to adequately drain water which falls on the gravel
areas will depend on the local ground conditions and infiltration potential.
Ground investigations will be carried out to ascertain the infiltration potential
of the ground below these areas to establish if this area is likely to drain
adequately without any requirement for sub-surface drainage. If the
infiltration potential of the ground below the gravel is not sufficient to
provide adequate direct drainage of surface water, a sub-surface land
drainage system of impermeable pipes may be required to drain these
areas. At this stage, we have assumed that the gravel will drain by
infiltration and will not be served by sub surface drainage.
7.10.3 The final proposals for surfacing and any required drainage of the site will
be agreed with the EA at the detailed design stage. The DCO application
includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a detailed drainage
design which will include provision for attenuation measures and
interceptors. Development will be carried out in accordance with this
detailed drainage design therefore, the risk of flooding on-site and off-site
from surface water drainage is considered to be low and acceptable.
7.11

FLOOD RISK MITIGATION

7.11.1 Whilst River Ouse flood levels provided by the EA show the Drax PIG Trap
is situated above the 0.1% AEP flood level, the online maps show the site
to be at high risk of fluvial/tidal flooding from the River Ouse; however the
local area is protected from flooding by established raised defences (earth
embankments) which provide a level of protection up to the 0.5% AEP.
This results in a Low NaFRA rating. The site consists of a number of
elements which will be situated at or below ground level including the PIG
Trap pipework, this infrastructure will be water resistant, therefore will not
be irrevocably damaged by flood water. The remaining support network
including satellite dish, instrument building and electrical kiosk contain
infrastructure which is susceptible to flood water.
7.11.2 To mitigate against potential flood risk all critical infrastructure will be raised
at least 1 m above local ground level. There will be no ground raising on
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site therefore no loss of floodplain storage, all infrastructure will be raised
internally within buildings. The site is within an EA Flood Alert Area “Tidal
River Ouse Catchment” and whilst the site will not be continuously manned
National Grid will sign up to the free service to provide timely alerts that
flooding may be expected and will implement this into evacuation plans.
Due to the nature of the infrastructure located above ground it is not
predicted that significant floodplain will be lost in relation to the greater
floodplain as a result of the development.
7.11.3 An increase in the risk of pluvial flooding, as a result of increased
impermeable areas, will be mitigated by a detailed drainage design which
will be designed at a later stage. The detailed drainage design will propose
draining to ground and provide attenuation requirements so that surface
water runoff leaving the site is attenuated to the greenfield runoff rate. The
DCO includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a detailed
drainage design which will include provision for attenuation measures and
interceptors and will be subject to approval from the relevant authority.
Once installed the drainage system will be maintained by National Grid.
7.12

CONSTRUCTION AND DECOMMISSIONING FLOOD RISKS

7.12.1 During construction of the Drax PIG Trap site a Temporary Construction
Area will be installed adjacent to the PIG Trap site. As this is a temporary
area to be used only during the construction phase there will be no
operational or decommissioning flood risks.
7.12.2 The Drax PIG Trap site is potentially at risk of flooding during construction
and decommissioning and could increase the probability, or severity, of
flooding off-site without appropriate mitigation. In relation to the Drax PIG
Trap TCA during the construction phase and the construction and
decommissioning phases of the Drax PIG Trap site the following potential
flood risks have been identified:



Flooding on the construction site from the River Ouse;
Flooding of the site from reservoirs;







Flooding on the construction site from land drains;
Flooding of the site from pluvial flow;
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area;
Flooding due to damage of sewers and water mains;
Flooding on and off site due to the restriction of flow (including
blockages and collapse or restriction of flow by mud/debris) in the
surface water drainage system; and
Flooding due to loss of flood plain through temporary storage of
materials and spoil.
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7.12.3 Drax PIG Trap and TCA is at potential flood risk from reservoir flooding.
Reservoir flooding is extremely unlikely as they must be regularly inspected
and maintained. Moreover, the distance from the reservoirs to Drax PIG
Trap and TCA is such that there will be adequate warning time in the event
of a breach. As the probability of reservoir flooding is extremely low and
personnel should have adequate time to evacuate it is deemed that
measures discussed relating to fluvial and pluvial flooding will provide
effective mitigation for the flood risk from artificial sources.
7.12.4 Further information on the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well
as mitigation measures is provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
deemed that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
acceptable level through the mitigation measures discussed in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1).
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8

Camblesforth Multi-junction

8.1

INTRODUCTION

8.1.1

Camblesforth Multi-junction is required to allow the connection of local
pipelines carrying Carbon Dioxide from other regional emitters to connect
into the Cross Country Pipeline. Initially the site will accommodate a
connection from the White Rose CCS Project.

8.2

CAMBLESFORTH MULTI-JUNCTION SITE LOCATION

8.2.1

Camblesforth Multi-junction site is centred on Grid Reference SE 668 253
and illustrated in Document Ref 2.24. The site is located within an
agriculture field to the south of the A645 and south east of Wade House
Lane (unclassified minor road). The site is within an agricultural field
surrounded by a line of mature trees on all boundaries. Deep ditches run
along the eastern and southern boundaries. A track runs adjacent to the
eastern and northern field boundaries and connects north to Wade House
Lane and the A645.

8.2.2

The site is within the administrative areas of North Yorkshire County
Council, Selby District Council and Selby IDB. Reference to Ordnance
Survey mapping shows the 5 m contour in the adjacent field, therefore
based on the typical shallow gradients found in the region, a level of 5 m
AOD has been assumed across the site.

8.2.3

The closest EA Main River is the River Aire which is situated approximately
1.4 km to the south, however according to the Selby DC SFRA the site is
within the catchment of the River Ouse which is 3 km to the north. A
number
of
smaller
watercourses
(‘ordinary
watercourses’
–
ditches/drains/field drains) are situated within close proximity to the eastern
and southern site boundary. A number of further drains flow through the
surrounding fields. These watercourses are maintained by Selby IDB and
private landowners with separate byelaws attached.

8.2.4

Both the Rivers Aire and Ouse are tidally influenced near the site, with the
tidal limits being at Chapel Haddlesey weir (SE 581 259) and Naburn Locks
(SE 592 445) respectively.
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8.3

SITE LAYOUT

8.3.1

The Planning Arrangement is illustrated in Document 2.25 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.28. These illustrate the
location of Areas A and B and orientation of the instrument building,
individual items of pipework, equipment, site access and internal vehicular
access routes, security fencing and landscaping.

8.3.2

The footprint and the layout of Camblesforth Multi-junction has been
determined by the operational requirements as well environmental, safety
considerations taken into account during the design. Further information
about the design process is contained within the Design and Access
Statement (Document 7.3).

8.3.3

The Multi-junction will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the Multi-junction will be surrounded by a 2.4
m high weld mesh security fence, topped with three strands of barbed wire.

8.3.4

The area inside the 2.4 m security fence comprises an instrument building,
above ground pipework and internal vehicular access. The instrument
building is located inside the security fence in the north of the site close to
the main gate.

8.3.5

The above ground pipework is located in the centre and consists of isolation
valves and thermal relief valves.

8.3.6

Internal access routes provide access from the main gate continuing to the
west of the pipework. The instrument building and above ground pipework
is accessed via pedestrian access routes which link to the internal vehicular
access routes.

8.3.7

Landscaping is proposed around the installation between the security fence
and boundary fence and comprises a mix of native woodland, scrub and
grass mixes. Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.30) have been
prepared which accompany the DCO.

8.3.8

A 6.5 m high wind turbine will be attached to the instrument building and a
4.6 m high pole mounted telecommunications satellite dish is located to the
west of the instrument building.

8.3.9

The area of the site is 4.25 ha inclusive of the access track. A new
permanent 4 m wide stone wide access road will connect the Multi-junction
with the A645 via the north of Wade House Lane. The existing junction
between the A645 and Wade House lane will be widened to allow
appropriate vehicle splays and the access road will follow around the
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western edge of the field directly to the north of the Multi-junction crossing
the existing track before entering the Multi-junction site.
8.4

FLUVIAL AND TIDAL (MAIN RIVER) FLOODING

8.4.1

As discussed above the closest Main River to the site is the River Aire to
the south, however the site is within the catchment of the River Ouse further
to the north. The River Aire joins the River Ouse at Airmyn before
becoming the River Humber. The EA publishes Flood Risk Zone Maps
which relate to the risk and magnitude of fluvial or tidal flooding in a given
area; however Flood Zones do not take into account flood defences or local
flooding mechanisms. The existing Flood Zones held by the EA for the
Camblesforth area (shown in Figure 8.1 below) indicate areas of flood risk
across the site, showing that the Site and the Temporary Construction
Areas are located entirely within:


Flood Zone 3 (high probability) - land assessed as having a 1 in 100 or
greater annual probability of river flooding (>1%), or a 1 in 200 or
greater annual probability of flooding from the sea (>0.5%) in any year.

8.4.2

Even though the site is shown to be within a high flood risk area, the EA
National Flood Risk Assessment (NaFRA) indicates there is actually a low
likelihood of flooding at the site. It should be noted that NaFRA does not
consider the consequences of flooding, only the likelihood/probability of
flooding. Therefore the AGI is situated within a high flood risk area due to
the consequence of breaching or overtopping of defences.

8.4.3

A Low likelihood of flooding means a site is unlikely to flood except in
extreme conditions. The chance of flooding each year is 0.5% (1 in 200) or
less. This takes into account the effect of any flood defences that may be in
this area, whether or not these are currently illustrated on the Flood Map.
This indicates (and has been confirmed by the EA) that the site benefits
from flood defences on the Rivers Ouse and Aire.
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Figure 8.1: Camblesforth Multi-Junction Site Location with EA Flood
Zones
8.4.4

The SDC SFRA (Figure 8.2) shows the site is situated within Flood Zone 3b
(Functional Floodplain), however SDC have taken a very conservative
approach to flood risk identification due to the lack of available data for the
majority of SDC authority area at the time of writing, therefore:




Outside SDC development limits in undefended areas Flood Zone 3 is
represented as Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain) – dark blue on
Figure 8.2
Inside SDC development limits and in defended areas Flood Zone 3 is
represented as Flood Zone 3a (High Risk), since existing built-up /
defended areas are unable to function as 'natural' floodplain – green
on Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Camblesforth Multi-Junction Site Location with Selby DC
Flood Zones and site indicated
8.4.5

The SDC SFRA states that this assumption on functional floodplain is not
applicable for detailed spatial planning therefore it is the responsibility of a
site specific FRA to ascertain a more accurate assessment of flood risk.

8.4.6

The EA has supplied modelled flood levels taken from the River Ouse
Model Update 2009, with the closest node to the site being
12213_MODEL_Ouse708/Carlton1, which is within the Cawood and Selby
Scenarios Reservoir, a node location plan is provided in Appendix 5.2.2
(Document 5.2.2) and replicated in Figure 8.3 below. Tables 5 and 6 below
summarise the modelled flood levels provided, which show a maximum
water level for a ‘without’ and ‘with’ defences scenario.
Table 5 River Ouse Model Update maximum water levels
Annual Exceedance Probability – Maximum water levels without defences
(m AOD)
Node Label
12213_MODEL_

20%

10%

4%

2%

1.3%

1%

1% +
CC%

0.5%

0.1
%

2.52

2.52

2.52

2.75

2.81

2.83

3.27

2.86

3.01

Ouse708/Carlton1
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Table 6 River Ouse Model Update maximum water levels
Annual Exceedance Probability – Maximum water levels with defences (m
AOD)
Node Label
12213_MODEL_
Ouse708/Carlton
1

20%

10%

4%

2%

1.3%

1%

1% +
CC%

0.5%

0.1%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.89

N/A

1.42

Figure 8.3: River Ouse Model Update Node Plan
8.4.7

As discussed in paragraph 8.2.1 ground levels at the site are assumed to
be 5 m AOD which is above the 1% plus climate change level of 3.27 m
AOD taken from the River Ouse flood model. The site is also situated
above the 4% modelled level of 2.52 m AOD which is considered the
Functional Floodplain in this area. The modelled flood levels provided in
Tables 5 and 6 do not consider any interaction with flooding which may
occur at the same time from the River Aire to the south. However, due to
the presence of significant flood defences present along the Rivers Ouse
and Aire, the risk of fluvial or tidal flooding is deemed to be low. To provide
further reassurances against fluvial or tidal flooding, Section 8.11 provides
mitigation proposals which will be implemented.

8.4.8

Camblesforth Multi-junction site is to be located within an extensive flood
zone. Providing safe access and egress to and from the site during a
flooding event which overtops the defences is not possible as the floodplain
is so extensive in these areas that all access roads to and from the site
would be inundated during such an event. However, the mitigation
measures set out in Section 8.11 will ensure that the risk to maintenance
operatives will remain low and acceptable.
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8.5

BREACH AND OVERTOPPING RISK

8.5.1

The EA does not require breach modelling of the Rivers Ouse or Aire
defences to assess the risk of breach flooding on the site. Reference has
been made to the SDC SFRA and the neighbouring ERoYC SFRA,
however breach and overtopping modelling undertaken for these projects
does not cover the site. Due to the nature of the surrounding land, which is
relatively flat with few steep gradients, should a breach of the Ouse or Aire
defences occur the speed and onset of breach or overtopping flood water
would be slow, allowing maintenance workers at the site, should any be
present, to safely evacuate following receipt of a flood alert. Therefore the
risk of breach or overtopping is deemed to be low.
To ensure the low risk of breach or overtopping is likely to be maintained for
the lifetime of the Onshore Scheme, the draft Lower Aire Flood Risk
Management Strategy has been consulted to assess maintenance options
for the River Aire flood defences. The closest River Aire flood defences is
the left bank ‘North Bank/West Marsh to little Airmyn’. In terms of the future
for these defences the strategy states that ‘From West Marsh to Little
Airmyn the river embankments will continue to be maintained. Significant
external contributions may be required in the medium to long term for works
to replace or rebuild existing defences’. Therefore the protection provided
to the site by the Aire defences should be continued in the immediate
future. With regards to the River Ouse defences, the Ouse CFMP, using
sub-policy area 6 – Tidal Ouse and Wharfe states Option 4 will be taken
forward which is to ‘Take action to sustain the current scale of flood risk to
the future’. Therefore it can be assumed the current level of protection
afforded by the River Ouse defences will be maintained for the immediate
future.

8.6

NON MAIN RIVER FLOODING

8.6.1

To ascertain the risk posed by Ordinary Watercourses within the vicinity of
the site, consultation has been undertaken with Selby IDB. Figure 8.4
below shows the watercourses which are maintained by Selby IDB,
indicating IDB drains are present along the eastern and south western
boundaries.
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Figure 8.4: Selby IDB maintained watercourses
8.6.2

Selby IDB have confirmed they hold no records of historical flooding on site
or modelled flood levels for any watercourses, therefore a more qualitative
assessment of flood risk has been undertaken for IDB watercourses. A
review of aerial imagery and ordnance survey mapping has proved
inconclusive as to the form and geometry of the watercourses, therefore it
has been assumed they are not embanked and water can over top in flood
conditions. As the local area is generally flat in nature, potential inundation
from these minor watercourses would be shallow and slow moving, allowing
evacuation of the site if needed. The mitigation proposals presented in 8.11
will mitigate the effects of non Main River flooding.

8.7

SURFACE WATER RISK

8.7.1

The EA has two national datasets showing surface water flooding:



Areas Susceptible to Surface Water Flooding (AStSWF)
Flood Map for Surface Water (FMfSW)

8.7.2

The Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) guidance asks LLFAs to
select the dataset most representative of the risk from surface water in their
area or to develop more locally accurate surface water maps through
hydraulic modelling.
This is known as ‘locally agreed surface water
information’.

8.7.3

The North Yorkshire County Council PFRA states that either of the two
national datasets are applicable, depending on the physical characteristics
of a specific location. More detailed site specific surface water assessment
will be undertaken in the Local Strategy (currently on-going).
For the
purposes of the PFRA the FMfSW dataset has been used. This uses a
more detailed digital terrain model than AStSW, so is more likely to provide
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a more accurate representation of the ground surface and overland flow
routes. Therefore the risk to the Camblesforth area from surface water will
be assessed using the FMfSW.
8.7.4

The FMfSW provided in Appendix 5.2.3 (Document 5.2.3) and extract in
Figure 8.5 below shows the potential risk for a 0.5% AEP event with risk
areas divided into two depth bands: >0.1 m and >0.3 m.

Figure 8.5: Flood Map for Surface water – 0.5% AEP
8.7.5

The site is not within a large inundation area; however there are sporadic
areas of surface water flooding present on site with potential depths of > 0.1
m but no more than 0.3 m. As no flow paths appear to be present it can be
assumed flooding is a result of rainfall ponding in topographical
depressions.
The general area around Camblesforth has low surface
water risk with sporadic ponding possible and no major flow paths
identified. Due to the low surface water risk on site, the mitigation
measures presented in Section 8.11 will provide suitable protection.

8.8

GROUNDWATER RISK

8.8.1

Groundwater flooding occurs when groundwater levels rise above ground
levels (i.e. groundwater issues) and can have severe impacts on
households, industry and infrastructure. Groundwater flooding is most likely
to occur in low-lying areas underlain by permeable rocks (aquifers). These
may be extensive, regional aquifers, such as Chalk or sandstone, or may
be localised sands or river gravels in valley bottoms underlain by less
permeable rocks.
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8.8.2

Water levels below the ground rise during wet winter months, and fall again
in the summer as water flows out into rivers. In very wet winters, rising
water levels may lead to the flooding of normally dry land, as well as
reactivating flow in ‘bournes’ – intermittent streams that only flow for part of
the time, when groundwater levels are high. Chalk shows some of the
largest seasonal variations in groundwater level, and is the most extensive
source of groundwater flooding.

8.8.3

Damage caused by groundwater flooding is often different to that caused by
fluvial flooding as fluvial flows typically dissipate over a matter of days whilst
groundwater can take many months to subside. This results in significant
physical, economic and social consequences, such as homes becoming
structurally unsafe due to damp penetration, requiring structural repairs or
even demolition, surcharging of sewer flows into households and
deterioration of road surfaces.

8.8.4

The site overlies Sandstone bedrock, classified as a principal aquifer, which
will typically retain a large volume of groundwater. There is potential for the
groundwater level to rise during higher intensity and longer rainfall events in
the future, however with reference to the SDC SFRA (2008) ‘The
contribution of groundwater to the total flow is low within the Ouse
catchment and no incidents of groundwater flooding have so far been
reported.’ The risk of groundwater flooding the site, and the site increasing
the risk of groundwater flooding elsewhere is therefore considered to be low
and acceptable.

8.9

RESERVOIR FLOODING RISK

8.9.1

The EA publishes a Risk of Flooding from Reservoirs map which indicates
the area which could be inundated in the event of reservoir failure. Figure
8.6 below indicates that the site is at risk of flooding from failure or
overtopping of Drax South Cooling Pond (grid reference: 465843, 426627),
Hirst Courtney and West Marsh Washland Reservoir (grid reference:
464341, 422856) and Kellington East to Snaith Ings Washland Reservoir
(grid reference: 467280, 422715).
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Figure 8.6: Reservoir Inundation Plan
8.9.2

Reservoir flooding is extremely unlikely, as they must be regularly inspected
and maintained in accordance with the Reservoirs Act 1975. Moreover, the
distance from the reservoirs to Camblesforth Multi-junction and TCA is such
that there will be adequate warning time in the event of a breach. As the
probability of reservoir flooding is extremely low and personnel should have
adequate time to evacuate it is deemed that measures discussed in Section
8.11 relating to fluvial and pluvial flooding.

8.10

SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE

8.10.1 It is deemed that there will be no formal drainage infrastructure serving the
site. The surfacing of the site will predominantly be gravel laid directly onto
the underlying ground and therefore the increase in impermeable area is
considered insignificant.
8.10.2 The ability of the ground to adequately drain water which falls on the gravel
areas will depend on the local ground conditions and infiltration potential.
Ground investigations will be carried out to ascertain the infiltration potential
of the ground below these areas to establish if this area is likely to drain
adequately without any requirement for sub-surface drainage. If the
infiltration potential of the ground below the gravel is not sufficient to
provide adequate direct drainage of surface water, a sub-surface land
drainage system of impermeable pipes may be required to drain these
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areas. At this stage, it has been assumed that the gravel will drain by
infiltration and will not be served by sub surface drainage.
8.10.3 The final proposals for surfacing and any required drainage of the site will
be agreed with the Relevant Authority at the detailed design stage. The
DCO application includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a
detailed drainage design which will include provision for attenuation
measures and interceptors. Development will be carried out in accordance
with this detailed drainage design therefore, the risk of flooding on-site and
off-site from surface water drainage is considered to be low and acceptable.
8.11

FLOOD RISK MITIGATION

8.11.1 Whilst River Ouse flood levels provided by the EA show the Camblesforth
Multi-junction is situated above the 0.1% AEP flood level, the online maps
show the site to be at high risk of fluvial/tidal flooding from the River Ouse;
however the local area is protected from flooding by established raised
defences (earth embankments) which provide a level of protection up to the
0.5% AEP. This results in a Low NaFRA rating. The site consists of a
number of elements which will be situated at or below ground level
including the pipework. This infrastructure will be water resistant, therefore
will not be irrevocably damaged by flood water. The remaining support
network including satellite dish, instrument building and electrical kiosk
contain infrastructure which is susceptible to flood water.
8.11.2 To mitigate against potential flood risk all critical infrastructure will be raised
at least 1 m above local ground level. There will be no ground raising on
site, therefore no loss of floodplain storage; all infrastructure will be raised
internally within buildings. Due to the nature of the infrastructure located
above ground it is not predicted that significant floodplain will be lost in
relation to the greater floodplain as a result of the development.
8.11.3 The site is within an EA Flood Alert Area “Tidal River Aire Catchment” and
whilst the site will not be continuously manned National Grid will sign up to
the free service to provide timely alerts when flooding may be expected and
will implement this into evacuation plans. This will provide the opportunity to
reschedule any planned maintenance visits to avoid flood events, or to warn
maintenance operative who may be at the site that a flood event may be
imminent, giving them time to evacuate safely.
8.11.4 An increase in the risk of pluvial flooding, as a result of increased
impermeable areas, will be mitigated by a detailed drainage design which
will be designed at a later stage. The detailed drainage design will propose
draining to ground and provide attenuation requirements so that surface
water runoff leaving the site is attenuated to the greenfield runoff rate. The
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DCO includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a detailed
drainage design which will include provision for attenuation measures and
interceptors and will be subject to approval from the relevant authority.Once
installed the drainage system will be maintained by National
Grid.Construction and Decommissioning Flood Risks.
8.11.5 During construction of Camblesforth Multi-junction site a Temporary
Construction Area will be installed adjacent to the Multi-Junction site. As
this is a temporary area to be used only during the construction phase there
will be no operational or decommissioning flood risks.
8.11.6 The Camblesforth Multi-junction site is potentially at risk of flooding during
construction and could increase the probability, or severity, of flooding offsite without appropriate mitigation. In relation to the Camblesforth MultiJunction TCA during the construction phase and to the Camblesforth Multijunction during the construction and decommissioning phases, the following
potential flood risks have been identified:






Flooding on the construction site from the River Ouse or River Aire;
Flooding on the construction site from land drains;
Flooding of the site from pluvial flow;
Flooding of the site from reservoirs;
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area;




Flooding due to damage of sewers and water mains;
Flooding on and off site due to the restriction of flow (including
blockages and collapse or restriction of flow by mud/debris) in the
surface water drainage system; and
Flooding due to loss of flood plain through temporary storage of
materials and spoil.



8.11.7 Camblesforth Multi-junction and TCA is at potential flood risk from reservoir
flooding. Reservoir flooding is extremely unlikely as they must be regularly
inspected and maintained. Moreover, the distance from the reservoirs to
Camblesforth Multi-junction and TCA is such that there will be adequate
warning time in the event of a breach. As the probability of reservoir
flooding is extremely low and personnel should have adequate time to
evacuate it is deemed that measures discussed relating to fluvial and
pluvial flooding will provide effective mitigation for the flood risk from
artificial sources.
8.11.8 Further discussion of the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well as
mitigation measures is provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
deemed that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
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acceptable level through the mitigation measures discussed in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1).
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9

Tollingham Block Valve

9.1

INTRODUCTION

9.1.1

Block Valves are required to support the operation of the Onshore Scheme.
They also enable National Grid to monitor the pressure, temperature and
flow rate of the Carbon Dioxide within the Pipeline. Block Valves are
required at regular intervals along the length of the Pipeline. During
operation, with the exception of periods of maintenance, none of the block
valves would typically be manned.

9.2

TOLLINGHAM BLOCK VALVE SITE LOCATION

9.2.1

Tollingham Block Valve site is centred on Grid Reference SE 824 361 and
illustrated in Document 2.31. The site is located within the south east
corner of a field south of Skiff Lane (unclassified minor road) and west of
the former RAF Holme-upon-Spalding-Moor airfield.

9.2.2

The site is flat low lying agricultural land and is bordered to the east by
Thorlam Drain and a mature woodland plantation. Field boundaries to the
north and south are composed of patchy hedgerow and individual trees.
Skiff Lane is located to the north of the site and Drain Lane to the South.

9.2.3

The site is located approximately 2.5 km from the River Foulness which is
maintained by the Ouse and Humber Drainage Board which discharges into
the Market Weighton Canal an EA Main River which is located
approximately 2 km to the east of the site. There are drains on the eastern
and western boundaries of the site and further drains to the north and
south.

9.3

SITE LAYOUT

9.3.1

The Planning Arrangement is illustrated in Document 2.32 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.35. These illustrate the
location and orientation of the instrument building, individual items of
pipework, equipment, site access and internal vehicular access routes,
security fencing and landscaping.

9.3.2

The footprint and the layout of Tollingham Block Valve has been
determined by the operational requirements as well environmental, safety
considerations taken into account during the design. Further information
about the design process is contained within the Design and Access
Statement (Document 7.3).
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9.3.3

The Block Valve will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the Block Valve will be surrounded by a 2.4 m
high weld mesh security fence, topped with three strands of barbed wire.

9.3.4

The area inside the 2.4 m security fence comprises a instrument building,
above ground pipework and equipment and internal vehicular access
routes. The instrument building is located inside the security fence in the
east of the site close to the main gate.

9.3.5

The above ground pipework is located in the centre of the site and consists
of piping bridles, bypasses, valves, actuators and vents.

9.3.6

The area of the site is 0.86 ha. A new permanent 4 m wide stone access
road will connect Tolllingam Block Valve with the public highway at Skiff
Lane. The access road is parallel with the existing eastern field boundary.
A new junction with Skiff Lane will allow appropriate vehicle splays.

9.4

FLUVIAL AND TIDAL (MAIN RIVER) FLOODING

9.4.1

As discussed above the closest Main River to the site is the Market
Weighton Canal to the east, with the River Foulness (Ouse and Humber
IDB) to the south. The EA publishes Flood Risk Zone Maps which relate to
the risk and magnitude of fluvial or tidal flooding in a given area; however
Flood Zones do not take into account flood defences or local flooding
mechanisms. The existing Flood Zones held by the EA for the Tollinhgam
area (shown in Figure 9.1 below) indicate areas of flood risk across the site,
showing that the site is located within:





9.4.2

Flood Zone 1 (low probability) - land assessed as having a less than 1
in 1,000 annual probability of river or sea flooding (<0.1%).
Flood Zone 2 (Medium probability) - This zone comprises land
assessed as having between a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1,000 annual
probability of river flooding (1% – 0.1%), or between a 1 in 200 and 1 in
1,000 annual probability of sea flooding (0.5% – 0.1%) in any year.
Flood Zone 3 (high probability) - land assessed as having a 1 in 100 or
greater annual probability of river flooding (>1%), or a 1 in 200 or
greater annual probability of flooding from the sea (>0.5%) in any year.

However, the majority of the site (approximately 95%) is located within
Flood Zone 1 indicating the majority of the site has a low risk of flooding.
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Figure 9.1: Tollingham Block Valve Site Location with EA Flood Zones
and site indicated.
9.4.3

Even though the site is shown to have a small high flood risk area, the EA
National Flood Risk Assessment (NaFRA) indicates there is a Low
likelihood of flooding across the entire site.

9.4.4

A Low likelihood of flooding means a site is unlikely to flood except in
extreme conditions. The chance of flooding each year is 0.5% (1 in 200) or
less. This takes into account the effect of any flood defences that may be in
this area, whether or not these are currently illustrated on the Flood Map.

9.4.5

The delineation of the Flood Zones presented by the EA is confirmed in the
ERoYC SFRA (2010) and which confirms no presence of Functional
Floodplain on the site, Figure 9.2 below.
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Figure 9.2: Tollingham Block Valve Site Location with ERoYC Flood
Zones and site indicated
9.4.6

The EA have confirmed they hold no modelled flood levels for this location
and no instances of fluvial or tidal flooding have been reported on site. To
provide further reassurances against fluvial or tidal flooding, Section 9.11
provides mitigation proposals which will be used.

9.4.7

As the site is located primarily within EA Flood Zone 1 safe access to the
site is achievable during a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1000 year flooding event.

9.5

BREACH AND OVERTOPPING RISK

9.5.1

No formal defences are present within the vicinity of the site, therefore the
risk from breach or overtopping is deemed low.

9.6

NON MAIN RIVER FLOODING

9.6.1

The site is within the Ouse and Humber IDB which is an amalgamation of
the Market Weighton IDB and Lower Ouse IDB. Thorlam Drain is riparian
owned and not maintained by Ouse and Humber IDB, however Main Drain
to the south is maintained by the Ouse and Humber IDB. No modelled
flood levels for these two watercourses are available, however this is not
unusual for minor watercourses therefore a qualitative assessment of flood
risk has been undertaken.

9.6.2

Figure 9.3 below shows Main Drain to the south. The top of bank of Main
Drain is approximately 2 m above the normal observed flow, whilst we
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cannot assign any kind of return period to the flow, a freeboard of 2 m is
deemed to provide in channel storage up to a high return period. The same
conclusion has been developed for Main Drain which appears to have >3 m
freeboard between flow and top of bank, therefore providing in channel
storage to a high return period.
9.6.3

Should Thorlam Drain or Main Drain inundate local areas, mitigation options
provided in 9.11 will alleviate the impact and risk.
Site Location
Main Drain

Figure 9.3: Photograph showing Tollingham Block Valve Site Location
with Main Drain
9.7

SURFACE WATER RISK

9.7.1

The EA has two national datasets showing surface water flooding:



Areas Susceptible to Surface Water Flooding (AStSWF)
Flood Map for Surface Water (FMfSW)

9.7.2

The Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) guidance asks LLFAs to
select the dataset most representative of the risk from surface water in their
area or to develop more locally accurate surface water maps through
hydraulic modelling.
This is known as ‘locally agreed surface water
information’.

9.7.3

The ERoYC PFRA has used both nationally available datasets for its
surface water assessment; therefore for the purposes of this FRA the
FMfSW dataset has been used. This uses a more detailed digital terrain
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model than AStSW, so is more likely to provide a more accurate
representation of the ground surface and overland flow routes.
9.7.4

The FMfSW provided in Appendix 5.2.5 (Document 5.2.5) and extract in
Figure 9.5 below shows the potential risk for a 0.5% AEP event with risk
areas divided into two depth bands: >0.1 m and >0.3 m.

Figure 9.5: FMfSW with the site
9.7.5

Figure 9.5 shows minimal surface water risk at the site with isolated areas
of surface water ponding expected on the block valve site and the access
road. Depths of ponding are likely to be shallow at >0.1 m. No major flow
paths have been identified in the vicinity.

9.7.6

The mitigation proposals identified in Section 9.11 will protect the site from
the impacts of surface water flooding.

9.8

GROUNDWATER RISK

9.8.1

With reference to Appendix I (Groundwater Emergence Mapping) of the
ERoYC SFRA (2010) the site lies outside of the areas highlighted as zones
of groundwater emergence. The area was also not considered as an area
of concern in terms of groundwater flooding within the Hull and Coastal
Streams CFMP (2010).

9.8.2

The risk of groundwater flooding the site, and the site increasing the risk of
groundwater flooding elsewhere is therefore considered to be low and
acceptable.
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9.9

RESERVOIR FLOODING RISK

9.9.1

A general description of reservoir flooding is provided in 7.9.2. Review of
the EA reservoir risk maps indicate the site is not at risk from any
reservoirs.

9.10

SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE

9.10.1 It is deemed that there will be no formal drainage infrastructure serving the
site. The surfacing of the site will predominantly be gravel laid directly onto
the underlying ground and therefore the increase in impermeable area is
considered insignificant.
9.10.2 The ability of the ground to adequately drain water which falls on the gravel
areas will depend on the local ground conditions and infiltration potential.
Ground investigations will be carried out to ascertain the infiltration potential
of the ground below these areas to establish if this area is likely to drain
adequately without any requirement for sub-surface drainage. If the
infiltration potential of the ground below the gravel is not sufficient to
provide adequate direct drainage of surface water, a sub-surface land
drainage system of impermeable pipes may be required to drain these
areas. At this stage, we have assumed that the gravel will drain by
infiltration and will not be served by sub surface drainage.
9.10.3 The final proposals for surfacing and any required drainage of the site will
be agreed with the EA at the detailed design stage. The DCO application
includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a detailed drainage
design which will include provision for attenuation measures and
interceptors. Development will be carried out in accordance with this
detailed drainage design therefore, the risk of flooding on-site and off-site
from surface water drainage is considered to be low and acceptable.
9.11

FLOOD RISK MITIGATION

9.11.1 The majority of the site is located within Flood Zone 1 and therefore has a
low risk of fluvial or tidal flooding with the exception of the south west
corner. The site layout plan shown in Document 2.31 shows that all
development is confined to areas of Flood Zone 1, therefore there is no
requirement to raise critical infrastructure above local ground levels.
However that critical infrastructure will be raised as high as possible (0.3 m
above local ground level) within the instrument building to protect against
any residual risk.
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9.11.2 Due to the nature of the infrastructure located above ground it is not
predicted that significant floodplain will be lost in relation to the greater
floodplain as a result of Tollingham Block Valve.
9.11.3 An increase in the risk of pluvial flooding, as a result of increased
impermeable areas, will be mitigated by a detailed drainage design which
will be designed at a later stage. The detailed drainage design will propose
draining to ground and provide attenuation requirements so that surface
water runoff leaving the site is attenuated to the greenfield runoff rate. The
DCO includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a detailed
drainage design which will include provision for attenuation measures and
interceptors and will be subject to approval from the relevant authority.
Once installed the drainage system will be maintained by National Grid.
9.12

CONSTRUCTION AND DECOMMISSIONING FLOOD RISKS

9.12.1 During construction of Tollingham Block Valve a Temporary Construction
Area will be installed adjacent to the AGI. As this is a temporary area to be
used only during the construction phase there will be no operational or
decommissioning flood risks.
9.12.2 The Tollingham Block Valve Site is potentially at risk of flooding during
construction and decommissioning and could increase the probability, or
severity, of flooding off-site without appropriate mitigation. In relation to the
Tollingham Block Valve TCA during construction and to the Tollingham
Block Valve Site during construction and decommissioning the following
potential flood risks have been identified:








Flooding on the construction site from the River Foulness and Market
Weighton Canal;
Flooding on the construction site from land drains;
Flooding of the site from pluvial flow;
Flooding due to loss of flood plain through temporary storage of
materials and spoil;
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area;
Flooding due to damage of sewers and water mains; and
Flooding on and off site due to the restriction of flow (including
blockages and collapse or restriction of flow by mud/debris) in the
surface water drainage system.

9.12.3 Further discussion of the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well as
mitigation measures is provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
deemed that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
acceptable level through the mitigation measures discussed in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1)
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10 Dalton Block Valve
10.1

INTRODUCTION

10.1.1 An explanation of Block Valve operation is provided in Section 9.1.
10.2

SITE LOCATION

10.2.1 Dalton Block Valve site is centred on Grid Reference SE 950 478 and
illustrated in Document 2.38. The site is located in the south east corner of
a field to the south of Lund Wold Road (unclassified minor road) and north
of Holme Wold Road (unclassified minor road).
10.2.2 The site is located within an agricultural field and bordered to the south by
Bulmers Triangle Plantation and a Public Right of Way located along the
eastern boundary of the site leading to the plantation. The field boundaries
which surround the site are composed of gappy hedgerows.
10.2.3 The site is at an elevation of approximately 40 m Above Ordnance Datum
(AOD) and slopes down to the south to a shallow valley at approximately 35
m AOD. Some levelling and cut and fill will be required to create a level site.
10.2.4 There is a depression directly to the south of the site, which is a flow path
for flood water from Bryan Mills Beck; this flow path becomes a Main River
4 km downstream of the site through the village of Lockington.
10.3

SITE LAYOUT

10.3.1 The Planning Arrangement is illustrated in Document 2.39 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.42. These illustrate the
location and orientation of the instrument building, individual items of
pipework, equipment, site access and internal vehicular access routes,
security fencing and landscaping.
10.3.2 The footprint and the layout of Dalton Block Valve has been determined by
the operational requirements as well environmental, safety considerations
taken into account during the design. Further information about the design
process is contained within the Design and Access Statement (Document
7.3).
10.3.3 The Block Valve will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the Block Valve will be surrounded by a 2.4 m
high weld mesh security fence, topped with three strands of barbed wire.
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10.3.4 The area inside the 2.4 m security fence comprises an instrument building,
above ground pipework and equipment and internal vehicular access
routes. The instrument building is located inside the security fence in the
east of the site close to the main gate.
10.3.5 The above ground pipework is located in the centre of the site and consists
of piping bridles, bypasses, valves, actuators and vents.
10.3.6 Internal access routes provide access from the main gate continuing to the
north of the pipework. The instrument building and above ground pipework
is accessed via pedestrian access routes which link to the internal vehicular
access routes.
10.3.7 Landscaping is proposed around the installation between the security fence
and boundary fence and comprises a mix of native woodland, scrub and
grass mixes. Detailed planting schedules (Document 2.44) have been
prepared which accompany the DCO.
10.3.8 The area of the site is 0.97 ha. A new permanent 4 m wide stone access
road will connect Dalton Block Valve with the public highway at Lund Wold
Road. The access road is parallel with the existing eastern field boundary.
A new junction with Lund Wold Road will allow appropriate vehicle splays.
10.4

FLUVIAL AND TIDAL (MAIN RIVER) FLOODING

10.4.1 As discussed above the closest Main River to the site is Bryan Mills Beck
which is a Main River through the village of Lockington, downstream of the
Block Valve. The EA hold no modelled flood levels within the vicinity of the
site. The southern boundary of the site is near a flow path for flood water
from Bryan Mills Beck which indicates a potential flood risk to the site.
Figure 10.1 below shows current EA Flood Zones.
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Figure 10.1: Dalton Block Valve Site Location with EA Flood Zones
and site indicated
10.4.2 The existing Flood Zones held by the EA for the Dalton Site (Figure 10.1)
indicate the site is located within:


Flood Zone 1 (low probability) - land assessed as having a less than 1
in 1,000 annual probability of river or sea flooding (<0.1%).

10.4.3 The ERoYC SFRA also confirms no risk to the site from fluvial or tidal
sources. As the site is located close to flood risk emanating from a flow
path to the south of the site further assessment is provided in 10.6.
10.4.4 As the site is located entirely within EA Flood Zone 1 safe access to the site
is achievable during a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1000 year flooding event.
10.5

BREACH AND OVERTOPPING RISK

10.5.1 No defences are present within the vicinity of the site, therefore the risk of
breaching or overtopping is considered minimal.
10.6

NON MAIN RIVER FLOODING

10.6.1 Adjacent to the site there is an unclassified flow path and no modelled flood
levels are available; therefore a qualitative assessment of flood risk has
been undertaken. Contours on the Ordnance Survey map indicate a
ground level of approximately 36-37 m AOD where the Block Valve will be
situated, the contours of the flood extents appear to be confined to the
depression which is situated at approximately 33-34 m AOD, some 2-3 m
below the site. Figure 10.2 shows the fall from the site to the depression,
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providing reasonable qualitative justification the Dalton Block Valve site is at
minimal risk of flooding.
Bulmers Triangle
Site Location

Flow path

Figure 10.2: Site photograph looking east
10.7

SURFACE WATER RISK

10.7.1 The EA has two national datasets showing surface water flooding:



Areas Susceptible to Surface Water Flooding (AStSWF)
Flood Map for Surface Water (FMfSW)

10.7.2 The Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) guidance asks LLFAs to
select the dataset most representative of the risk from surface water in their
area or to develop more locally accurate surface water maps through
hydraulic modelling.
This is known as ‘locally agreed surface water
information’.
10.7.3 The ERoYC PFRA has used both nationally available datasets for its
surface water assessment; therefore for the purposes of this FRA the
FMfSW dataset has been used. This uses a more detailed digital terrain
model than AStSW, so is more likely to provide a more accurate
representation of the ground surface and overland flow routes.
10.7.4 The FMfSW provided in Appendix 5.2.6 (Document 5.2.6) and extract in
Figure 10.3 below shows the potential risk for a 0.5% AEP event with risk
areas divided into two depth bands: >0.1 m and >0.3 m.
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Figure 10.3: FMfSW with the site
10.7.5 The zone of surface water risk, located to the south of the site, indicates a
depression which forms a surface water flow path during the 0.5% rain
event. Assessment of topography carried out to ascertain the risk of fluvial
flooding confirmed the flow path does not impact on the site. Therefore the
surface water flow path is not deemed to affect the site.
10.8

GROUNDWATER RISK

10.8.1 As the site overlies Chalk bedrock the site may potentially be susceptible to
groundwater flooding following heavy rainfall. However with reference to
Appendix I (Groundwater Emergence Mapping) of the ERoYC SFRA (2010)
the site lies outside of the areas highlighted as zones of groundwater
emergence. The area was also not considered as an area of concern in
terms of groundwater flooding within the Hull and Coastal Streams CFMP
(2010). As the site is located above a steep gradient any potential
groundwater flooding is likely to inundate the ditch rather than the site. The
risk of groundwater flooding to the site, and the site increasing the risk of
groundwater flooding elsewhere is therefore considered to be low and
acceptable.
10.9

RESERVOIR FLOODING RISK

10.9.1 A general description of reservoir flooding is provided in 7.9.2. Review of
the EA reservoir risk maps indicate the site is not at risk from any reservoir
flooding.
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SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE

10.10.1 It is deemed that there will be no formal drainage infrastructure serving the
site. The surfacing of the site will predominantly be gravel laid directly onto
the underlying ground and therefore the increase in impermeable area is
considered insignificant.
10.10.2 The ability of the ground to adequately drain water which falls on the gravel
areas will depend on the local ground conditions and infiltration potential.
Ground investigations will be carried out to ascertain the infiltration potential
of the ground below these areas to establish if this area is likely to drain
adequately without any requirement for sub-surface drainage. If the
infiltration potential of the ground below the gravel is not sufficient to
provide adequate direct drainage of surface water, a sub-surface land
drainage system of impermeable pipes may be required to drain these
areas. At this stage, we have assumed that the gravel will drain by
infiltration and will not be served by sub surface drainage.
10.10.3 The final proposals for surfacing and any required drainage of the site will
be agreed with the EA at the detailed design stage. The DCO application
includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a detailed drainage
design which will include provision for attenuation measures and
interceptors. Development will be carried out in accordance with this
detailed drainage design therefore, the risk of flooding on-site and off-site
from surface water drainage is considered to be low and acceptable.
10.11

FLOOD RISK MITIGATION

10.11.1 The site is located entirely within Flood Zone 1 and therefore has a low risk
of fluvial or tidal flooding, no other sources of risk have been identified,
therefore there is no requirement to raise critical infrastructure above local
ground levels. However critical infrastructure such as electrical points will
be raised as high as possible (0.3 m above local ground levels) within the
instrument building to protect against any residual risk.
10.11.2 An increase in the risk of pluvial flooding, as a result of increased
impermeable areas, will be mitigated by a detailed drainage design which
will be designed at a later stage. The detailed drainage design will propose
draining to ground and provide attenuation requirements so that surface
water runoff leaving the site is attenuated to the greenfield runoff rate. The
DCO includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a detailed
drainage design which will include provision for attenuation measures and
interceptors and will be subject to approval from the relevant authority.
Once installed the drainage system will be maintained by National Grid.
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CONSTRUCTION AND DECOMMISSION FLOOD RISKS

10.12.1 During construction of Dalton Block Valve a Temporary Construction Area
will be installed adjacent to the AGI. As this is a temporary area to be used
only during the construction phase there will be no operational or
decommissioning flood risks.
10.12.2 The Dalton Block Valve Site is potentially at risk of flooding during
construction and decommissioning and could increase the probability, or
severity, of flooding off-site without appropriate mitigation. In relation to
Dalton Block Valve TCA during the construction phase and to the Dalton
Block Valve Site during the construction and decommissioning phases the
following potential flood risks have been identified:





Flooding due to loss of flood plain through temporary storage of
materials and spoil;
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area;
Flooding due to damage of sewers and water mains; and
Flooding on and off site due to the restriction of flow (including
blockages and collapse or restriction of flow by mud/debris) in the
surface water drainage system.

10.12.3 Further information on the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well
as mitigation measures is provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
deemed that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
acceptable level through the mitigation measures discussed in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1).
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11 Skerne Block Valve
11.1

INTRODUCTION

11.1.1 An explanation of Block Valve operation is provided in Section 9.1
11.2

SITE LOCATION

11.2.1 Skerne Block Valve site is centred on Grid Reference TA 058 546 and
illustrated in Document 2.45. The site is located to the southeast of the
village of Skerne. The site is located in the northeast corner of a field to the
south of an access track from Main Street (unclassified minor road) to
Copper Hall.
11.2.2 The site is within agricultural land bordered to the north and east by the
access track to Copper Hall which also accommodates a Public Right of
Way. A woodland block is located to the east of the site and a drain which
discharges into the River Hull is located approximately 200 m to the south
of the site.
11.2.3 Levels vary little across the site with levels around 6 m AOD. The closest
EA Main River is the River Hull which is located approximately 700 m to the
east of the site.
11.3

SITE LAYOUT

11.3.1 The Planning Arrangement is illustrated in Document 2.46 and an isometric
visualisation is also illustrated in Document 2.49. These illustrate the
location and orientation of the instrument building, individual items of
pipework, equipment, site access and internal vehicular access routes,
security fencing and landscaping.
11.3.2 The footprint and the layout of Skerne Block Valve has been determined by
the operational requirements as well environmental, safety considerations
taken into account during the design. Further information about the design
process is contained within the Design and Access Statement (Document
7.3).
11.3.3 The Block Valve will be surrounded by a 1.2 m high post and rail boundary
fence. The equipment within the Block Valve will be surrounded by a 2.4 m
high weld mesh security fence, topped with three strands of barbed wire.
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11.3.4 The area inside the 2.4 m security fence comprises an instrument building,
above ground pipework and equipment and internal vehicular access
routes. The instrument building is located inside the security fence in the
north of the site close to the main gate.
11.3.5 The above ground pipework is located in the centre of the site and consists
of piping bridles, bypasses, valves, actuators and vents.
The area of the site is 1.35 ha. A new permanent 4 m wide stone access
road will connect Skerne Block Valve with the public highway at Main Street
Skerne. The existing track between main Street Skerne and Copper Hall
will be developed into an access road from main Street Skerne to the Block
Valve entrance gates. The existing junction between the existing access
track and main Street Skerne will be modified to allow appropriate vehicle
splays.
11.4

FLUVIAL AND TIDAL (MAIN RIVER) FLOODING

11.4.1 As discussed above, the closest Main River to the site is the River Hull to
the east. The River Hull flows in a southerly direction through market towns
and rural areas before discharging into the River Humber after flowing
through the City of Hull. The River Hull is heavily defended, protecting rural
and urban areas from fluvial and tidal flooding, with some parts of the
catchment below sea-level. The EA publishes Flood Risk Zone Maps
(Figure 11.1 below) which relate to the risk and magnitude of fluvial or tidal
flooding in a given area; however Flood Zones do not take into account
flood defences or local flooding mechanisms. The EA hold no record of
flooding at the site.

Figure 11.1: EA Flood Zones with site indicated
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11.4.2 The existing Flood Zones held by the EA for the Skerne area indicate the
site is located entirely within:


11.4.3

Flood Zone 1 (low probability) - land assessed as having a less than 1
in 1,000 annual probability of river or sea flooding (<0.1%).

The EA have supplied modelled ‘in-channel’ flood levels taken from the
River Hull Strategy model 2011 which are an amalgamation of ‘with’ and
‘without defences’ runs. Model node 12221_MODEL_HULLIMPS_0350
has been selected which is upstream of the site to take into account any
potential flow paths. A node location plan is provided in Appendix 5.2.7
(Document 5.2.7) and replicated in Figure 11.2 below.
Table 7
summarises the modelled flood levels provided.

Skerne Block
Valve

Figure 11.2: River Hull Strategy model node plan with
12221_MODEL_HULLIMPS_0350 highlighted
Table 7 River Hull Model Update maximum water levels
Annual Exceednce Probability – Maximum water levels (m
AOD)
Node Label

12221_MODEL_
HULLIMPS_0350

50%

20%

10%

4%

2%

1.3%

1%

1%
+
CC
%

0.5% 0.1%

5.01

5.20

5.3

5.39

5.44

5.47

5.49

5.61

5.54
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11.4.4 As discussed in paragraph 11.2.1 ground levels at the site are assumed to
be 6 m AOD which is above the 1% plus climate change level of 5.61 m
AOD taken from the River Hull strategy model and the 0.1% level of 5.68 m
AOD. The site is also situated above the 4% modelled level of 5.39 m AOD
which is considered the Functional Floodplain in this area. To provide
further reassurances against fluvial or tidal flooding Section 11.11 provides
mitigation proposals which will be used.
11.4.5 The ERoYC SFRA also confirms the site is located within Flood Zone 1 as
shown in Figure 11.3. The SFRA does show the area around Skerne
flooding during the June 2007 event (Figure 11.4); however the flood
extents are minimal and isolated and are likely to be the result of individual
fields becoming saturated due to heavy rain and surface water ponding
rather than watercourse flooding or overland flow paths.
11.4.6 As the site is located entirely within EA Flood Zone 1 safe access to the site
is achievable during a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1000 year flooding event.

Figure 11.3: ERoYC Flood Zones with site indicated
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Skerne Block
Valve

Figure 11.4: June 2007 event flood extents provided by the ERoYC
SFRA
11.5

BREACH AND OVERTOPPING RISK

11.5.1 Defences are present on the right bank of the River Hull adjacent to the site
which could produce a risk from breach or overtopping. Using contour
information from Ordnance Survey mapping indicates a ground level of
between 4 – 5 m AOD adjacent to the River Hull in the vicinity of the site.
With ground levels of 6 m at the site and a distance of approximately 700
m, breach or overtopping flows are likely to be slow and therefore low
hazard, providing adequate time for evacuation of personnel.
11.6

NON MAIN RIVER FLOODING

11.6.1 Skerne Block Valve Site is within Beverley & North Holderness IDB area,
however the watercourses immediately adjacent to the site are not IDB
maintained and are therefore assumed to be agricultural field drains with
riparian ownership. The closest IDB watercourse is the Nafferton Lowlands
Drain (referred to as Nafferton Highlands Stream in the ES from OS
mapping) and Wanlass Drain (referred to as Main Drain in the ES from OS
mapping) approximately 800 m to the east and 1.5 km north respectively.
No modelled flood levels are available from either of these two
watercourses or flood history. Nafferton Lowlands Drain is located on the
opposite side of the River Hull, therefore poses no risk to the site. As
Wanlass Drain/Main Drain is located approximately 1.5 km away the risk of
inundation affecting the site is deemed low (due to volume and flow carried
in Wanlass Drain/Main Drain). To further mitigate the risk from Wanlass
Drain/Main Drain the watercourse appears embanked for most of its course
which should minimise inundation in flood conditions.
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SURFACE WATER RISK

11.7.1 The EA has two national datasets showing surface water flooding:



Areas Susceptible to Surface Water Flooding (AStSWF)
Flood Map for Surface Water (FMfSW)

11.7.2 The Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) guidance asks LLFAs to
select the dataset most representative of the risk from surface water in their
area or to develop more locally accurate surface water maps through
hydraulic modelling.
This is known as ‘locally agreed surface water
information’.
11.7.3 The ERoYC PFRA has used both nationally available datasets for its
surface water assessment; therefore for the purposes of this FRA the
FMfSW dataset has been used. This uses a more detailed digital terrain
model than AStSW, so is more likely to provide a more accurate
representation of the ground surface and overland flow routes.

Figure 11.5: FMfSW with the site indicated
11.7.4 The FMfSW provided in Appendix 5.2.8 (Document 5.2.8) and extract in
Figure 11.5 shows the potential risk for a 0.5% AEP event with risk areas
divided into two depth bands: >0.1 m and >0.3 m. The south west corner of
the site is within an area at risk from surface water flooding, however
depths are expected by be shallow (>0.1 m) and no flow paths have been
identified, therefore assuming flooding is a result of surface water ponding
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in topographical depressions. The mitigation proposals presented in
Section 11.11 will protect against predicted surface water risk.
11.8

GROUNDWATER RISK

11.8.1 According to the EA online maps the superficial deposits beneath the site
are designated as a Secondary aquifer and the underlying bedrock is a
Principal aquifer. Principal aquifers typically retain a large volume of
groundwater and therefore the groundwater level can potentially rise during
higher intensity and longer rainfall events. This concern is compounded
when Appendix I (Groundwater Emergence Mapping) of the ERoYC SFRA
(2010) is referenced as the area of Skerne is highlighted as a zone of
groundwater emergence (Figure 11.6). The Hull and Coastal Streams
CFMP (2010) collaborates this assessment as the area south of Driffield is
identified as a location for groundwater flooding. As groundwater has been
identified as a potential risk source this has been factored into the mitigation
proposals.

Skerne Block
Valve

Figure 11.6: Groundwater emergence zones provided by ERoYC SFRA
11.9

RESERVOIR FLOODING RISK

11.9.1 A general description of reservoir flooding is provided in 7.9.2. Review of
the EA reservoir risk maps indicate the site is not at risk from any reservoir
flooding.
11.10

SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE

11.10.1 It is deemed that there will be no formal drainage infrastructure serving the
site. The surfacing of the site will predominantly be gravel laid directly onto
the underlying ground and therefore the increase in impermeable area is
considered insignificant.
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11.10.2 The ability of the ground to adequately drain water which falls on the gravel
areas will depend on the local ground conditions and infiltration potential.
Ground investigations will be carried out to ascertain the infiltration potential
of the ground below these areas to establish if this area is likely to drain
adequately without any requirement for sub-surface drainage. If the
infiltration potential of the ground below the gravel is not sufficient to
provide adequate direct drainage of surface water, a sub-surface land
drainage system of impermeable pipes may be required to drain these
areas. At this stage, we have assumed that the gravel will drain by
infiltration and will not be served by sub surface drainage.
11.10.3 The final proposals for surfacing and any required drainage of the site will
be agreed with the EA at the detailed design stage. The DCO application
includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a detailed drainage
design which will include provision for attenuation measures and
interceptors. Development will be carried out in accordance with this
detailed drainage design therefore, the risk of flooding on-site and off-site
from surface water drainage is considered to be low and acceptable.
11.11

FLOOD RISK MITIGATION

11.11.1 The site is located entirely within Flood Zone 1 and therefore has a low risk
of fluvial or tidal flooding, therefore there is no requirement to raise critical
infrastructure above local ground levels. The site is however within an area
at potential risk of flooding from surface water and groundwater; therefore
critical infrastructure will be raised at least 0.3 m above local ground levels
within the instrument building to protect against surface and groundwater
flooding.
11.11.2 An increase in the risk of pluvial flooding, as a result of increased
impermeable areas, will be mitigated by a detailed drainage design which
will be designed at a later stage. The detailed drainage design will propose
draining to ground and provide attenuation requirements so that surface
water runoff leaving the site is attenuated to the greenfield runoff rate. The
DCO includes the requirement for a post DCO submission of a detailed
drainage design which will include provision for attenuation measures and
interceptors and will be subject to approval from the relevant authority.
Once installed the drainage system will be maintained by National Grid.
11.12

CONSTRUCTION AND DECOMMISSIONING FLOOD RISKS

11.12.1 During construction of Skerne Block Valve a Temporary Construction Area
will be installed adjacent to the AGI. As this is a temporary area to be used
only during the construction phase there will be no operational or
decommissioning flood risks.
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11.12.2 The Skerne Block Valve Site is potentially at risk of flooding during
construction and decommissioning and could increase the probability, or
severity, of flooding off-site without appropriate mitigation. In relation to
Skerne Block Valve TCA during the construction phase and of the Skerne
Block Valve Site during the construction and decommissioning phases the
following potential flood risks have been identified:





Flooding on the construction site from land drains;
Flooding of the site from pluvial flow;
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area;
Flooding of the construction site and inundation of excavations by
groundwater;




Flooding due to damage of sewers and water mains; and
Flooding on and off site due to the restriction of flow (including
blockages and collapse or restriction of flow by mud/debris) in the
surface water drainage system.

11.12.3 Further discussion of the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well as
mitigation measures is provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
deemed that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
acceptable level through the mitigation measures discussed in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1).
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12 De-watering of land adjacent to the
River Hull
12.1

INTRODUCTION

12.1.1 In order to facilitate construction of the Pipeline underneath Wanlass
Drain/Main Drain, River Hull and the Driffield Canal within the vicinity of
Wansford there is the requirement for dewatering to be undertaken, with the
resultant water discharged to Wanlass Drain/Main Drain, then subsequently
the River Hull.
12.1.2 During formal consultation with the Environment Agency it was advised the
requirement for assessment of flood risk of discharging dewatering water to
Wanlass Drain/Main Drain and the River Hull and the storage of any
dewatering water on site should be included within the scope of the FRA.
This is due to the high flood risk which already exists from the River Hull
and its tributaries downstream of the proposed dewatering site.
12.2

LOCATION OF WORKS

12.2.1 The underground pipeline will be routed to the south of the village of
Wansford, where it will pass under Wanlass Drain/Main Drain which is
maintained by the Beverley and North Holderness IDB, the River Hull which
is an Environment Agency Main River and the Driffield Canal which is also
a Main River, with restoration work undertaken by the Driffield Navigation
Trust.
12.2.2 Adjacent to the proposed crossings, Pipeline Envelope Temporary
Construction Areas will be established which will be utilised for construction
infrastructure and equipment, staff welfare facilities and general working
areas.
12.2.3 Scheme Layout Map 9 of 10 in Appendix 5.2.14 (Document 5.2.14) shows
the location of the watercourse crossings and Pipeline Envelope Temporary
Construction Areas.
12.3

WORKS REQUIRED

12.3.1 The following scenario has been developed to represent a worst case
scenario for the purpose of this flood risk assessment and a detailed
dewatering scheme will be developed prior to construction (in consultation
with the Environment Agency and the Beverley and North Holderness IDB).
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12.3.2 Due to the high artesian pressure within the underlying chalk the likely
construction technique would be a micro-tunnel within the glacial till as high
as possible above the chalk to avoid the risk of artesian pressure of water
from the chalk. This would require the dewatering of the upper horizons of
the glacial till where artesian groundwater flows are likely to be less than in
the chalk.
12.3.3 In order to determine “worst case” scenario of the purpose of this flood risk
assessment, dewatering rates data have been used from a flow test carried
out at borehole BH234A which is in the vicinity of the proposed crossing to
monitor the natural flow of groundwater in the chalk at a depth of 13.4m.
This recorded a flow rate of 0.5 m3 - 0.6m3 per hour which equates to
approximately 14m3 per day. BH234A is deemed to provide similar
geotechnical characteristics to the proposed crossing location.
12.3.4 The FRA assumes 16 wells (approximately 8 wells on each side of the
crossing) will be required each generating 14m3 per day. This would result
in a total dewatering rate of approximately 200m3 per day.
12.3.5 The dewatering operations will need to be carried out for 3 months in
preparation for and during construction of the pipeline crossing. As a worst
case the scenario has assumed 100 days of dewatering at a rate of 200m3
per day generating a total of 20,000m3.
12.3.6 It has been assumed that the water would be discharged via a series of
three settlement lagoons (primary, secondary and tertiary) and clear water
discharged to Wanlass Drain/Main Drain on the southern (-ve) side of the
crossing or a ditch on the northern (+ve) side of the crossing. Water would
not therefore be discharged directly to the River Hull. Wanlass Drain/Main
Drain discharges into the River Hull approximately 1km downstream.
12.3.7 Assuming a worst case scenario in which discharge to watercourse is
restricted for the whole of the dewatering period raised lagoons will need to
be constructed to take the full capacity. This would equate to:




Southern (-ve) (right bank) side - lagoons with a capacity totalling
approximately 12,000m3 would cover an area of approximately
7500m2 [based on three 50mx50m lagoons 1.5m deep] plus primary,
secondary, tertiary settlement lagoons [10mx20m, 35mx20m and
10mx5m] totalling 950m2. Total area covered by lagoons
approximately 8500m2.
Northern (+ve) (left bank side – lagoons with a capacity totalling
approximately 8,500m3 would cover an area of approximately 5000m 2
[based on a two 50mx50m lagoons 1.5m deep] plus primary,
secondary and tertiary settlement lagoons [10mx20m, 35mx20m and
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12.3.8 This presumed worst case scenario would provide a lagoon capacity more
than adequate to control the water likely to be generated by dewatering.
12.4

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY CONSULTATION

12.4.1 Due to the existing high flood risk extents emanating from the River Hull
downstream of the dewatering site the Environment Agency have raised a
number of issues which should be assessed in the FRA. Principally the
Environment Agency has raised:
1) Dewatering will be necessary to facilitate construction works. The
quantity of water produced means provision will need to be made on
site to de-silt, balance then discharge this water – likely to the River
Hull. Depending on the quantities produced, this may bring about the
need for large lagoons or attenuation basins. You will need to ensure
details of any such infrastructure is included within your application
and is capable of being accommodated within the curtilage of your
application; and
2) Any discharge of dewatering water to the River Hull will require an
Environmental Permit from the Environment Agency. Given the
existing flood risk associated with the River Hull, it may be necessary
for us to place constraints on an Environmental Permit setting
maximum discharge rates and possibly precluding any discharges
during periods of particularly high flows. These potential restrictions
may increase the amount of balancing volume needed on site. Again
you will need to demonstrate that it will be possible to deliver the
requisite volumes within your curtilage. You will need to include any
discharge to the River Hull within the scope of your Flood Risk
Assessment, as any impacts on flooding elsewhere will need to be
understood. In addition, if storage/attenuation lagoons will hold water
above natural ground level, they may be classed as reservoirs under
the Reservoirs Act and any residual risk, created by their presence,
will need to be assessed in your FRA.
12.5

STORAGE CAPACITY

12.5.1 The lagoons required to satisfy this worst case scenario will be
accommodated within the application boundary/Temporary Construction
Areas within the vicinity of the Wanlass Drain/Main Drain, River Hull and
Driffield Canal crossing:
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Southern (-ve) (right bank) side: Total assumed area covered by
lagoons approximately 8500m2. Total area available for pipeline
works within the application boundary 142,186m 2.



Northern (+ve) (left bank) side: Total assumed area covered by
lagoons approximately 6000m2. Total area available for pipeline
works within the application boundary 30,997m2.

12.5.2 To ensure that the proposed storage lagoons do not reduce River
Hull/Driffield Canal floodplain storage volume, therefore potentially
increasing flood risk downstream, an assessment of the flood extents was
undertaken. Figure 12.1 below shows the Environment Agency flood zones
at the proposed watercourse crossings/Temporary Construction Areas.

Figure 12.1: Environment Agency flood zones with Temporary
Construction Areas highlighted which the lagoons will be within
12.5.3 Figure 12.1 shows that the entire Temporary Construction Areas which will
contain the proposed storage lagoons are within Flood Zone 1 (low risk of
fluvial flooding), therefore outside of the extreme flood extent of the River
Hull or Driffield Canal. The proposed storage lagoons will not reduce
floodplain storage capacity of the River Hull or Driffield Canal.
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FLOOD RISK TO NEIGHBOURING PROPERTIES

12.6.1 Raised lagoons would be constructed to accommodate the temporary water
management and controlled discharge during construction works. The
worst case scenario has assumed the use of a number of lagoons with
capacities well below the Reservoirs Act threshold of 10,000m3. It also
assumes that the lagoons would only be required during the temporary
construction works (assumed three months). One lagoon with a capacity of
approximately 3750m3 would be retained on the southern (-ve) (right bank)
side of the River Hull away from adjacent properties until the end of the
pipeline construction season to provide water for hydrostatic testing of the
pipeline.
12.6.2 The raised lagoons will be constructed in a sparsely populated area which
is relatively flat and vegetated, therefore the risk/impact following
overtopping or breach of these lagoons is deemed to be low with low flood
velocities expected.
12.6.3 The nearest habitable properties on the right bank downstream of the
lagoons are over 0.7km away and upstream over 0.4km away. Therefore it
is very unlikely flood extents from breach or overtopping of the lagoons
would impact either of these properties.
12.6.4 The nearest habitable properties on the left bank downstream of the
lagoons are over 0.5km away and whilst the upstream properties are only
150m away the smaller size lagoons on the left bank compared to right
bank means it is very unlikely flood extents from breach or overtopping of
the lagoons would impact either these properties.
12.7

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY DEFENCES

12.7.1 There are a number of formal Environment Agency defences in the area.
However the lagoons do not impact on these defences, therefore normal
operation of the defences will continue.
12.8

DOWNSTREAM FLOOD RISK

12.8.1 At the time of writing the Environment Agency nor Beverley and Holderness
had responded to requests for flow data and discharge requirements for the
River Hull, Driffield Canal and Wanlass Drain/Main Drain, respectively.
However as discussed previously, the detailed dewatering strategy will be
established in cooperation with the Environment Agency and IDB which will
confirm discharge rates and volumes at detailed design stage.
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12.8.2 As the storage lagoons will have the required volume and land take (within
curtilage area) to store all of the water from the dewatering process without
discharging to Wanlass Drain/Main Drain i.e. 200m3 dewatering rate per
day x 100 days = 20,000m3 storage, it is assumed that any reasonable
discharge rate requested by the Environment Agency or IDB can be
accommodated. Discharge at this mutually acceptable rate will ensure that
flood risk downstream will not be adversely affected by the discharge of
dewatering water to the River Hull catchment.
12.8.3 The lagoons proposed above will be in place prior to any works
commencing on the River Hull crossing. During periods of high flow in the
River Hull where a Flood Alert has been issued all discharges from the
lagoons will be halted until the Flood Alert has been lifted.
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13 Barmston Pumping Station
13.1

INTRODUCTION

13.1.1 The Pumping Station is required to maintain the pressure of liquid Carbon
Dioxide within the Pipeline for the transportation offshore and to enhance
the volumes of Carbon Dioxide that can be transported by the Pipeline for
offshore storage should other emitters connect into the Onshore Scheme in
the future.
13.2

BARMSTON PUMPING STATION SITE LOCATION

13.2.1 The Pumping Station site is centred on Grid Reference TA 159 609 and is
illustrated in Document 2.9. The site is located on relatively flat agricultural
land approximately 1.3 km to the north of Barmston and 0.75 km to the
southeast of Fraisthorpe.
13.2.2 The site comprises of approximately 14.74 ha of land, made up from three
agricultural fields, accessed off the A165 Bridlington Road via Sands Road.
13.2.3 The topography is relatively flat, with the exception of Hamilton Hill which
acts as a distinctive landscape feature within the area.
13.2.4 The site comprises three agricultural fields with field drains and gappy
remnant hedgerows. The field boundaries are typical of the coastal
landscape setting and forms part of the wider coastal farmland landscape.
An existing drain runs south to north through the centre of the site. This
drain will be retained and enhanced for biodiversity gain as part of the
Pumping Station.
13.3

BARMSTON PUMPING STATION SITE LAYOUT

13.3.1 The design for the Barmston Pumping Station is illustrated in Document
2.10. The Pumping Station has been designed to integrate into the existing
landscape setting. Further information about the design process is
contained within the Design and Access Statement (Document 7.3). The
component buildings will be developed within the parameters shown in
Document 2.14. The following provides a description of the concept design.
13.3.2 The site is enclosed by a mounded landscape in response to views of the
site from the A165 and Fraisthorpe.
13.3.3 The two Pump Buildings are the tallest buildings on site at 9 m above
ground level and are located in the centre of the site. The buildings are
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formed in a way which can be constructed in phases as and when they are
required. The pump buildings house pumping units which will process the
Carbon Dioxide from the incoming pipeline and re-pressure it for onward
transportation.
13.3.4 The nitrogen air building is located between the Pump Buildings and the
VSDs. The building is 7 m above ground level, rectangular in shape and
contains compressors, condensers and dryers to process air via the
receivers into nitrogen and instrument air for purging, dry gas seals and
instrumentation purposes.
13.3.5 Eight VSD buildings (if required) will be located between the pump buildings
and the northern mound. There are currently two VSD options. If
mechanical VSDs are used these will be located within the pump buildings
themselves. If electronic VSDs are used these will positioned as described
above.
13.3.6 The administration building is adjacent to the northern boundary of the site.
The building is 9 m above ground level and contains office and welfare
facilities for staff and visitors and a control room for maintenance personnel.
The building is connected to the site workshop and switch house and have
been positioned to act as a modern farmstead.
13.3.7 The substation enclosure is located to the south of the administration
building. The substation includes transformers and switch gear up to 5 m
above ground level. This will be enclosed within its own 3 m high security
fence.
13.3.8 The ancillary buildings include an instrument building, analyser building and
associated bottle store and the hydraulic control and umbilical support
buildings. These are located within the centre of the site within or adjacent
to the above ground pipework.
13.3.9 A vent stack is located in the centre of the site. This will be 300 mm in
diameter and 8 m high.
13.3.10 The above ground pipework is located to the south of the Pump Buildings in
the centre of the site.
13.3.11 Internal access routes provide access to the main buildings. The ancillary
buildings and above ground pipework is accessed via pedestrian access
routes which link to the internal vehicular access routes.
13.3.12 Landscaping is proposed around the installation between the security fence
and boundary fence and comprises a mix of native woodland, scrub and
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grass mixes. An outline planting strategy (Document 2.16) has been
prepared which accompanies the DCO.
13.4

FLUVIAL AND TIDAL (MAIN RIVER) FLOODING

13.4.1 The closest Main River to the site is Main Drain which is located
approximately 2.5 km to the south, the closest watercourse with Flood Zone
information attached is the Ordinary Watercourse “The Earls Dike”
approximately 1 km to the north. The EA holds no modelled flood levels
within the vicinity of the site and no record of historical flooding. Figure 13.1
below shows current EA Flood Zones.

Figure 13.1: EA Flood Zones site indicated
13.4.2 As the site is located entirely within EA Flood Zone 1 safe access to the site
is achievable during a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1000 year flooding event.
13.4.3 Flood level data for the Coast at Barmston has not been obtained and
therefore an assessment of these levels is not possible. However, Figure
13.1 indicates that tidal flooding from an extreme event (1 in 1000 years)
would not inundate ground above 5 m AOD.
13.4.4 To further assess the risk of flooding from the sea an assessment of sea
level rise as a result of climate change has been conducted, based on
guidance within the NPPF Technical Guidance publication, and is detailed
in Table 8. This assessment assumes a design life of 100 years, providing a
robust estimate. According to the calculation sea levels are expected to rise
approximately 1.1 m over the next 100 years.
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13.4.5 Barmston Pumping Station will be constructed at approximately 10 m AOD
and therefore the risk of flooding from the sea is considered minimal.
Table 8: Water level rise due to climate change to 2113 (100
years from present).
Range
Net Sea-Level
No of Years
Sea Level Rise
Rise
2013 to
2025

4.0 mm/yr

12

48.0 mm

2025 to
2055

8.5 mm/yr

30

255.0 mm

2055 to
2085

12.0 mm/yr

30

360.0 mm

2085 to
2113

15.0 mm/yr

28

420.0 mm

100

1083.0 mm

Total

13.5

BREACH AND OVERTOPPING RISK

13.5.1 No defences are present within the vicinity of the site, therefore the risk of
breaching or overtopping is considered minimal.
13.6

NON MAIN RIVER FLOODING
The site is bounded by small agricultural field drains which are assumed to
be under riparian ownership due to no IDB present in the area, therefore a
qualitative assessment of flood risk has been undertaken due to the lack of
available data. Aerial imagery shows the watercourses are open for the
majority of their courses, with the exception of a road crossing and a short
length culvert along the western boundary which reduces the risk of culvert
blockage flooding. The watercourses are also minor in nature and therefore
do not convey much flow, therefore limiting potential inundation areas.

13.7

SURFACE WATER RISK

13.7.1 The EA has two national datasets showing surface water flooding:



Areas Susceptible to Surface Water Flooding (AStSWF)
Flood Map for Surface Water (FMfSW)

13.7.2 The Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) guidance asks LLFAs to
select the dataset most representative of the risk from surface water in their
area or to develop more locally accurate surface water maps through
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This is known as ‘locally agreed surface water

13.7.3 The ERoYC PFRA has used both nationally available datasets for its
surface water assessment; therefore for the purposes of this FRA the
FMfSW dataset has been used. This uses a more detailed digital terrain
model than AStSW, so is more likely to provide a more accurate
representation of the ground surface and overland flow routes.

Figure 13.2: FMfSW with site indicated.
13.7.4 The FMfSW provided in Appendix 5.2.9 (Document 5.2.9)and extract in
Figure 13.2 shows the potential risk for a 0.5% AEP event with risk areas
divided into two depth bands: >0.1 m and >0.3 m. Figure 12.2 indicates a
large area of surface water risk along the northern boundary which is a
result of a surface water flow path from the north. Sporadic areas of
surface water ponding are present throughout the site, however all depths
are minimal (>0.1 m) so can be mitigated against using the proposal
identified in Section 12.12.
13.8

GROUNDWATER RISK

13.8.1 According to the EA online maps the superficial deposits beneath the site
are designated a Secondary aquifer and the underlying bedrock is a
Principal aquifer. Principal aquifers typically retain a large volume of
groundwater and therefore there is potential for the groundwater level to
rise during higher intensity and longer rainfall events in the future. With
reference to Appendix I (Groundwater Emergence Mapping) of the ERoYC
SFRA (2010) the site appears to lie outside of the areas highlighted as
zones of groundwater emergence.
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13.8.2 However ground investigations have confirmed that groundwater levels are
relatively high in the area, approximately 1 m below ground level. When the
groundwater was struck it continued to rise to approximately 0.6 m below
ground level. This could pose a risk whilst excavating in the construction
phase.
13.8.3 Mitigation for groundwater flooding during construction is discussed in
Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1) of this FRA.
13.9

RESERVOIR FLOODING RISK

13.9.1 Review of the EA reservoir risk maps indicate the site is not at risk from any
reservoirs.
13.10

COASTAL EROSION

13.10.1 The ERoYC coastal portal advises that...”The rapid erosion of the East
Riding coastline is not a new phenomenon; the people of ERoY have had to
deal with its consequences since early settlements began to develop
following the ice age. Documentary evidence records the loss of up to 14
villages so far since Roman times, all that now remains is a legacy of road
names leading to long lost villages. With such a long history it might be
expected that the processes that lead to erosion would be well understood,
however this is not the case. Numerous studies have attempted to
determine the causes and suggest solutions to this erosion problem but as
yet no conclusive answer has been found.
13.10.2 The difficulty lies in the fact that cliff recession is not a static measurable
quantity but a dynamic system driven by a random mix of wave and tidal
forces. To complicate things further the erosion that these forces generate
is then in turn controlled by the sediment that it produces. This second
system relies upon the formation and retention of a stable beach as in
absorbing wave energy a beach protects the underlying clay strata and
cliffs, thus preventing erosion. Ironically reducing erosion in this way slows
down the production of sand, which then reduces beach levels leading to
increased erosion. Thus cliff erosion is ultimately driven by storm seas and
the cycle of beach growth and loss.
13.10.3 To quantify coastal erosion ERoYC have developed ‘Coastal Explorer’
which is a portal for coastal erosion information. An extract from the
Coastal Mapper module which shows coastal erosion rates per year (2012
data) is reproduced in Figure 13.3 below for the Barmston area.
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Figure 13.3: Barmston erosion rates
13.10.4 The coastline immediately adjacent to the site is eroding at an average rate
of approximately 1.64 m/yr (1989-2012 average). As this is an average
value it should be noted that the actual erosion rate for any given year may
be significantly higher. The site is approximately 700 m inland, therefore the
site should be safe for over 400 years which is beyond the proposed
lifespan.
13.11

SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE ASSESSMENT
Existing Surface Water Drainage

13.11.1 The available YW sewer records (Appendix 5.2.10 (Document 5.2.10))
indicate that there are no public surface water or combined sewers within
the site or within approximately 1 km north, east or west of the site.
13.11.2 It is not known if there are existing highway drainage systems within the
roads surrounding the site. However, it is likely that highway drains would
discharge to the numerous land drains and small watercourses as opposed
to a significant piped highway drainage system.
13.11.3 It can be assumed that the open drains to the western side of the site and
through the middle of the site receive some natural surface water flows from
the greenfield land within the site. Further investigation would be needed to
establish if the land drains near to the site discharge into The Earl’s Dike to
the north.
Methods of Surface Water Disposal
13.11.4 Part H of the Building Regulations states the following hierarchy of how
surface water disposal from the site should be managed: 1) Infiltration; 2)
Watercourses; 3) Public Sewers.
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13.11.5 Infiltration: Ground investigations on the field to the south of the site have
shown the topsoil to be underlain by sands and gravels many metres deep
to the east and alluvium to the west. The ground investigation also revealed
that after being struck groundwater levels continued to rise from
approximately 1 m below ground to 0.6 m below ground. This indicates that
the groundwater level is high in the area and may restrict the potential for
infiltration.
13.11.6 Targeted permeability testing in accordance with the method prescribed in
BRE Digest 365 will be required to confirm the potential for infiltration at the
proposed discharge location and to confirm the achievable infiltration rate.
13.11.7 Due to the location of the site being over a principle aquifer and chemicals
such as Diesel, Lube Oil, Glycol and Mono-Ethylene-Glycol being stored on
site groundwater contamination potential will also form part of the feasibility
assessment for infiltration. Although the EA do not normally rule out
discharge by infiltration in such areas, they will require an appropriate level
of treatment to be agreed to ensure that the aquifer is not adversely
affected by any such discharge. Treatment requirements could be achieved
using a SUDS management train approach or by the inclusion of ancillary
systems such as oil separators; the specific proposals for the site will be
confirmed at the detailed design stage.
13.11.8 Subject to further ground investigations and groundwater protection issues,
disposal of surface water by means of infiltration remains the preferred
option for disposal of surface water from the site.
13.11.9 Watercourses: The drains which are adjacent to the site, and are assumed
to discharge to Earls Dyke, are an alternative point of surface water
discharge for the drainage system serving the new development, if ground
investigations prove it is unfeasible to discharge surface water via infiltration
at the required rate. Further investigation may be required at detailed
design to confirm the inflows and outflows from the drains and make
suitable allowances in the design of the surface water management system.
13.11.10 If, at detailed design stage, it is decided to utilise the drains which discharge
to Earls Dyke as a discharge point for surface water runoff from the site
then the effects of tide-locking on Earls Dyke should be considered. Tide
locking may have implications in relation to the amount of storage which is
required on site.
13.11.11 Public Sewers: Given the options for surface water disposal detailed
above, consideration of discharge of surface water to the public sewer will
be necessary.
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Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS)
13.11.12 The NPPF and Part H of the Building Regulations direct developers towards
the use of SUDS wherever possible. The EA encourages the use of SUDS
where practicable, and their use is encouraged by ERoYC.
13.11.13 In order to protect the receiving aquifer, watercourse or sewer from
pollution, CIRIA Report C522 (Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems –
Design Manual for England and Wales, 2000) suggests an approach for
setting the level of treatment that surface water runoff will pass through
before being discharged. The CIRIA report suggests that one level of
treatment is provided for residential developments, two levels of treatment
are provided for non-residential developments and three levels of treatment
are provided for industrial developments and areas susceptible to
contamination.
13.11.14 It should be noted that not all SUDS methods are suitable or necessary for
all developments. Many factors, such as available space and ground
conditions, will influence the choice of methods for a particular
development. Further Ground Investigations such as infiltration tests may
be necessary to determine the suitability of the Site for SUDS applications.
13.11.15 If utilised these systems must be maintained correctly to ensure their safe
operation and that flood risk to the site or off-site is not increased. Design
guidance for SUDS is currently provided by CIRIA Report C697 (The SUDS
Manual) but further guidance on design of adoptable SUDS is expected to
be published following the creation of SUDS Approval Bodies under the
Flood and Water Management Act 2010.
Proposed Surface Water Management
13.11.16 Based on the current proposals for the site, a number of SUDS drainage
solutions are proposed:
13.11.17 Green roofs: These areas will provide a degree of attenuation and promote
evaporation of some surface water. However it is envisaged that a drain will
be required at the toe of the slope to collect runoff. It is proposed that this
be in the form of a filter drain (perforated pipe within a gravel filled trench)
running within the gravel area along the toe of the slopes.
13.11.18 Access tracks: It is proposed that the tracks shall be surfaced with
‘grasscrete’; it is envisaged that surface water drainage beneath the tracks
or adjacent to them will be required. It is proposed that this be of the form of
a filter drain system.
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13.11.19 Gravel areas surrounding pipework: The ability of the ground to
adequately drain water which falls on the gravel areas will depend on the
local ground conditions and infiltration potential. A ground investigation will
be carried out to ascertain the infiltration potential of the ground below
these areas and to establish if this area is likely to drain adequately without
any requirement for sub-surface drainage. If the infiltration potential of the
ground below the gravel is not sufficient to provide adequate direct drainage
of surface water, a sub-surface land drainage system of impermeable pipes
may be required to drain these areas. At this stage, we have assumed that
the gravel will not drain by infiltration and will be served by sub surface
drainage.
13.11.20 Pond: The pond shown in the current proposals may provide some surface
water storage potential. This is discussed further in 12.11.36.
13.11.21 Opportunities for further SUDS components which are appropriate to the
site should be assessed at detailed design stage.
13.11.22 In order to ensure that there is no increase in surface water flows leaving
the site, and thereby no increased risk of flooding downstream, the
drainage design must ensure that flows from the proposed drainage system
to ground or into the land drains are no greater than the existing greenfield
flows. This will be achieved by limiting flows from the proposed surface
water drainage system to the equivalent ‘greenfield’ runoff rate and
providing appropriate storage within the system. It is likely that any drainage
design will require approval from the SUDS approval body, which is due to
be established in October 2014.
Existing Runoff Rate
13.11.23 Surface water runoff rates for the existing site have been calculated using
the Institute of Hydrology Report (IHR) 124 Flood Estimation for Small
Catchments (1994), FSR 3 parameter equation. The publication provides
the essential design elements for determining the estimated Greenfield
runoff rate. The estimates for this calculation are based on the site area,
soil type and average annual rainfall (SAAR) based on the site location
within the United Kingdom. This methodology is recommended within
‘Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems’ Interim Code of Practice OPDM
(2004).
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13.11.24 The method is based on:
Qbar = 0.00108 AREA0.89 SAAR1.17 SOIL2.17
Where:
SAAR = Average Annual Rainfall (mm)
AREA = Area of site (ha) (enter 50 ha where the site is less than 50 ha)
SOIL = Soil index
13.11.25 In line with EA guidance, additional surface water flow caused by the site
would have to be reduced to match the equivalent greenfield run-off rates,
including an allowance for climate change. This calculation has been
performed using Micro drainage WinDes software. Using the Qbar figure
from these calculations, and a site area of 14.5 ha, an allowable peak flow
from the site of 4.09 l/s.ha can be derived. The calculations are included in
Appendix 5.2.11 (Document 5.2.11) for reference.
Attenuation Requirements
13.11.26 In order to maintain the existing greenfield runoff rate from the site all
discharges should be limited to the rate calculated above. The limit of
discharge from the new drainage system will be the ‘equivalent’ greenfield
runoff rate for the area being drained, based on the greenfield runoff rate
and the impermeable area within the site calculated above.
13.11.27 In order to estimate the likely attenuation and storage requirement, from the
site the following estimates of surfacing type have been made:





Green roofs:
Hardstanding:
Gravel areas surrounding pipework:
Total:

0.30 ha
1.15 ha
1.00 ha
2.45 ha

13.11.28 These figures are only seen as indicative at this stage as the design of
Barmston Pumping Station is yet to be finalised. Therefore these figures
and subsequent calculation will require revisiting at the detailed design
stage.
13.11.29 Due to the nature of the surfacing and the drainage systems proposed for
these areas, it should not be expected that 100% runoff is experienced from
these areas, i.e. the areas are not truly ‘impermeable’. In order to arrive at a
more appropriate estimate of impermeable area, a runoff coefficient has
been estimated for each type of surfacing and applied to the impermeable
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area to reduce it to an ‘equivalent impermeable area’. The following runoff
coefficients have been applied:




Green roofs:
Hardstanding:
Gravel areas surrounding pipework:

0.75
0.90
0.50

13.11.30 Applying these factors, the total equivalent contributing impermeable area
from the site is estimated to be 1.76 ha.
13.11.31 From this equivalent impermeable area, the limiting discharge can be
estimated calculated as follows:
Q = QBAR.A (l/s)
Where:

QBAR = Greenfield runoff rate = 4.09 l/s/ha

A = Proposed impermeable area = 1.76 ha
13.11.32 On this basis it is estimated that the surface water discharge from the
drainage system should be restricted to 7.21 l/s. This will be confirmed at
the detailed design stage once the surfacing and drainage requirements are
confirmed.
Estimated Surface Water Storage Volume
13.11.33 A volume of storage will be required within the surface water drainage
system in order to ensure the discharge limit is adhered to whilst ensuring
the required level of performance is maintained.
13.11.34 As prescribed within Building Regulations, surface water should be stored
within the drainage system either below ground or within formal above
ground systems for the 1 in 30 year storm event with an allowance for
climate change. In excess of this up to the 1 in 100 year plus climate
change events, ponding is tolerated above ground providing it is within the
boundaries of the site and is controlled and accommodated in areas such
as formal landscaping or car parks.
13.11.35 The volume of attenuation storage required has been estimated using the
computer package WinDes by Microdrainage, based on the estimated
impermeable area and discharge limit from Section 13.11.27-32. In
accordance with the NPFF an increase in rainfall intensity to account for
climate change projections has been allowed for. The calculations assume
all surface water enters the attenuation system within 4 minutes and does
not allow for storage within the pipes. The estimated required attenuation
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volumes required are below with calculations included in Appendix 5.2.12
(Document 5.2.12).
1 in 30 year event:

561 – 817 m3

1 in 100 year + climate change event:

1097 – 1523 m3

13.11.36 These volumes are considered to be a conservative figure and do not take
account of storage within the surface water system, time of entry, or time of
concentration. Through detailed design it is likely that this volume can be
reduced. Also, the volumes of storage will not necessarily be required in
one place as storage can be provided within interim drainage components.
The calculations will be revisited at detailed design based on the actual
impermeable area and agreed discharge limits from the site.
13.11.37 Surface water storage could be in the form of a detention basin, retention
basin, geo-cellular storage modules, a formal concrete tank or other
appropriate SUDS systems. The location of storage will be formally agreed
at detailed design, with appropriate consideration of the requirements to
prevent flooding of buildings and provision of safe access/egress routes.
13.11.38 The pond which is currently indicated on the concept design for the site
could potentially be used for surface water storage if an adequate volume
were allowed above the normal water level. The feasibility of such a
solution will depend on the final required storage volume and on the
available depth of the final surface water outfall location should we
discharge to a surface water body.
13.11.39 It may be feasible to mobilise some volume of storage within the gravel
areas of the site depending on the depth of fill in these areas. The potential
for this will be confirmed prior to detailed design.
Design Standard
13.11.40 Surface water drainage systems for the site shall be designed in
accordance with The Building Regulations Part H. The surface water
drainage strategy shall be confirmed at detailed design stage and will
ensure that the site is adequately drained without posing a risk of flooding
on-site or off-site. The proposals will be submitted for approval to ERoYC
(or the approving body at the time of submission) and will also be agreed in
principle with the EA. Land Drainage Consent may be required under the
Land Drainage Act 1991 for any works which may affect the flow in the
drains within and around the site.
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13.11.41 A drainage system will be designed and constructed to these standards, the
risk of flooding on-site and off-site from surface water drainage is
considered to be low and acceptable.
13.11.42 A residual risk remains from blockage or restriction within the proposed
drainage system, including any SUDS, if poorly maintained. Regular
inspection and maintenance will be undertaken to ensure drainage
infrastructure, remains in a serviceable condition. There is also a residual
risk of flooding to the buildings on-site if the capacity of the surface water
drainage system is exceeded. Finished floor levels on any new building
should therefore be located at least 150 mm above external ground levels
to account for this. By implementing the above, the residual risk of flooding
from the proposed drainage systems is considered to be low and
acceptable.
13.12

FOUL DRAINAGE ASSESSMENT
Existing Foul Drains and Sewers

13.12.1 The available YW sewer records (Appendix 5.2.10 (Document 5.2.10))
indicate that there are no public foul or combined sewers within the site or
within approximately 1 km north, east or west of the site. There is potential
for public foul or combined sewers within the Village of Barmston,
approximately 1.3 km south of the site, though sewer records for this
location have yet to be reviewed. The rural nature of the area means that
public sewer provision may not be widespread.
13.12.2 There is no known existing private foul drainage within the site.
Proposed Foul Drainage Arrangements
13.12.3 Foul flows have been estimated using the method set out in BSEN 120562:2000 – Gravity Drainage Systems Inside Buildings. It was assumed that
foul discharge will be confined to sources within the admin building, from
two WCs, a shower and a kitchen. A high end estimate of flows was
calculated assuming 6 No. wash basins, 3 No. Showers, 3 No. urinals, 1
No. kitchen sink, 1 No. dishwasher and 6 No.WCs. A low end estimate of
flows was calculated assuming 2 No. wash basins, 1 No. Shower, 1 No.
urinal, 1 No. kitchen sink, 1 No. dishwasher and 2 No.WCs. This results in
an estimated peak foul flow rate range of between 1.25 l/s and 5 l/s.
13.12.4 ERoYC has confirmed the hierarchy of how foul water disposal from the site
should be managed. This hierarchy should be followed where practicable,
and is listed below:
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1) Public Sewers
2) Onsite
treatment
soakaways/infiltration)

(WWTW)

and

disposal

to

ground

(via

3) Onsite treatment (WWTW) and disposal to watercourse
4) Onsite Septic Tanks and disposal to ground (via soakaways/infiltration)
5) Onsite Septic Tanks and disposal to watercourse
6) Onsite Cesspit
13.12.5 As stated above, there are no known public combined or foul sewers within
the site or within close proximity of the site. There is potential for a public
combined or foul sewer approximately 1.6 km south of the site in the village
of Barmston. It has been deemed inappropriate to connect the proposed
Pumping Station facility to any potentially existing public foul sewers located
in Barmston, given the relatively low volumes of flow predicted in Section
12.12.3 and the distance to any potential existing sewer.
13.12.6 Given the findings of the ground investigation, which revealed ground levels
to be relatively high in the area and the variable geology consisting of sands
and clays, it is considered unlikely that it will be feasible to discharge any
treated foul effluent to ground.
13.12.7 As with the surface water drainage, if infiltration is proven to be unfeasible
discharge of treated effluent to the land drains adjacent to the site should
be considered. This will require further consultation with the local IDB and
the EA to agree the design and discharge.
13.12.8 At this stage the method of discharging foul water from the site is yet to be
confirmed. Ground investigations at strategic locations across the site will
confirm ground conditions at the site and will confirm whether infiltration is
possible. If these tests indicate that infiltration is not feasible then the
second preference will be to discharge foul water to a watercourse via on
site treatment.
13.12.9 Foul drainage across the site will be designed as a separate system. All
new foul sewerage will be designed in accordance with Building
Regulations Part H. A drainage system will be designed and constructed to
these standards, the risk of flooding on-site and off-site from foul drains is
considered to be low and acceptable.
13.12.10 A residual risk remains from blockage or restriction within the proposed
drainage system if poorly maintained. Regular inspection and maintenance
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should be undertaken to ensure drainage infrastructure, remains in a
serviceable condition. By implementing the above measure the residual risk
of flooding from the proposed drainage systems is considered to be low and
acceptable.
Flood Risk Mitigation
13.12.11 The site is located entirely within Flood Zone 1 and therefore has a low risk
of fluvial or tidal flooding, therefore there is no requirement to raise critical
infrastructure above local ground levels. The site is however within an area
at potential risk of flooding from surface water; therefore critical
infrastructure will be raised at least 0.3 m above local ground levels within
the instrument building to protect against surface water flooding.
13.13

CONSTRUCTION AND DECOMMISSIONING FLOOD RISKS

13.13.1 During construction of Barmston Pumping Station a Temporary
Construction Area will be installed adjacent to the AGI. As this is a
temporary area to be used only during the construction phase there will be
no operational or decommissioning flood risks.
13.13.2 The Barmston Pumping Station Site is potentially at risk of flooding during
construction and decommissioning and could increase the probability, or
severity, of flooding off-site without appropriate mitigation. In relation to
Barmston Pumping Station TCA during the construction phase and to the
Barmston Pumping Station Site during the construction and
decommissioning phases the following potential flood risks have been
identified:







Flooding of the construction site from land drains;
Flooding of the site from pluvial flow;
Flooding of excavations from groundwater
Risk of flooding due to temporary increases in impermeable area
Flooding due to damage of sewers and mains; and
Flooding on and off site due to the restriction of flow (including
blockages and collapse or restriction of flow by mud/debris) in the
existing land drains and potentially extant surface water drainage.

13.13.3 Further discussion of the causes and effects of these flood risks, as well as
mitigation measures is provided in Appendix 5.2.1 (Document 5.2.1). It is
deemed that the flood risks listed above can be mitigated to a low and
acceptable level through the mitigation measures discussed in Appendix
5.2.1 (Document 5.21).
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14 Conclusion
14.1

INTRODUCTION

14.1.1 Whilst a number of the AGIs do not require a detailed flood risk assessment
due to their location and size, to ensure a holistic assessment of flood risk
and confirm no detrimental environmental effect, all elements of the
Onshore Scheme have been assessed against flood risk.
14.1.2 At the request of the EA one flood risk assessment (FRA) has been
prepared to cover all elements of the Onshore Scheme. The FRA assesses
risks and impacts during construction, operation and decommissioning
phases, therefore combining elements of a FRA and an Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) chapter. This FRA and its findings have been
used to inform the Water Resources and Flood Risk Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (Document 6.6).
14.2

SEQUENTIAL TEST

14.2.1 The Sequential Test shows that a holistic approach has been undertaken to
develop the most environmentally acceptable Pipeline route. Whilst
Camblesforth Multi-junction and Drax PIG Trap are situated in high flood
risk areas, they have been situated near to existing infrastructure and due
to large areas of the local vicinity being at risk of flooding it is deemed no
other sites are suitable.
14.3

DRAX PIG TRAP

14.3.1 The closest Main River to the site is the River Ouse to the north. The site is
entirely within Flood Zone 3 (high risk of flooding), however the site has a
low NaFRA rating due to the presence of defences along the Rivers Aire
and Ouse. There is limited risk of these defences breaching due to ongoing maintenance programme which is likely to continue in the near future.
Should the defences fail the site is located some distance from the
defences and topography dictates speed and depth of flooding is likely to
be low. There is minimal risk from other sources of flooding including
surface water, reservoirs and groundwater. Residual risk will be mitigated
against through raising (at least 1 m) of critical infrastructure above local
ground levels.
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CAMBLESFORTH MULTI-JUNCTION
The closest Main River to the site is the River Aire to the south; however
the site is within the catchment of the River Ouse further to the north. The
site is entirely within Flood Zone 3 (high risk of flooding), however the site
has a low NaFRA rating due to the presence of defences along the Rivers
Aire and Ouse. There is limited risk of these defences breaching due to ongoing maintenance programme which is likely to continue in the near future.
Should the defences fail the site is located some distance from the
defences and topography dictates speed and depth of flooding is likely to
be low. There is minimal risk from other sources of flooding including
surface water, reservoirs and groundwater. Residual risk will be mitigated
against through raising (at least 1 m) of critical infrastructure above local
ground levels.

14.5

TOLLINGHAM BLOCK VALVE SITE
The majority of the site is located almost entirely within Flood Zone 1 (low
risk of flooding) including the access road and all built development. A low
risk of flooding has been identified from all other sources, including the
Ordinary Watercourses which flow along the eastern boundary. As a
precautionary measure raising of critical infrastructure (at least 0.3 m)
above local ground levels will be implemented to protect against any
residual risk.

14.6

DALTON BLOCK VALVE SITE

14.6.1 The entire site is located within Flood Zone 1 (low risk of flooding) including
the access road and all built development. A flow path along the depression
located along the southern boundary poses minimal risk to the
development.
No other risk sources have been identified.
As a
precautionary measure raising of critical infrastructure (at least 0.3 m)
above local ground levels will be implemented to protect against any
residual risk.
14.7

SKERNE BLOCK VALVE SITE

14.7.1 The entire site is located within Flood Zone 1 (low risk of flooding) including
the access road and all built development. There is minimal risk from the
IDB drains located within the vicinity of the site. Whilst defences are
present along the River Hull adjacent to the site the risk from breaching and
overtopping has been assessed to be low. The site is however within an
area susceptible to surface water and groundwater flooding according to
the EA and ERoYC SFRA. Therefore mitigation proposals of raised
infrastructure (at least 0.3 m) will be implemented to mitigate that risk.
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BARMSTON PUMPING STATION SITE

14.8.1 The entire Onshore Scheme is located within Flood Zone 1 (low risk of
flooding) including the access road and all built development. There is
minimal risk from the IDB drains located within the vicinity of the site. The
current rate of erosion of the Holderness Coast will not affect the site within
the lifetime of the Site. Surface water flooding has been identified as a
potential source of risk, however depths are perceived to be minimal and
the mitigation proposals will provide adequate protection.
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